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Ab'stract

4.A

Results of a one-year, NIE-sponsored s udy to identify
- Rotential technology-based improvements in the operation,

access, and utilization of the Educational Resources
Information Center (ERI) are described. Both current
problem areas and future possibilities are considered wi,th

regard to the dichotomy: iystem compone ts and the total
system. Emphasis is on characteiizing the component
functiori6 of data input and data outiput as w_ll as the total
system'operation'in terms of applicable crit ria (data type,
volume, purpose, performance). Technologi al alternatives
are then discussed- wieh reference to those criteria. The

. report luds with a structured summary o observations,
récome dat ons, and possible follow-up studi s.

Key.vOrds:.::.Educational Resources Information Genter (ERIC);
informaEion' systems; micrographics; microfiCh,e;. computer
technology; commtinications technology; data entry;
OpticalH'. character_ recognikionr compute, .-, netWqprks4
disttibtited progess ng;., intelligent termi als; mass -N\

.s.tor,age .technology. 1
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1, INTHOL)LICTAUN

With apparently eNet increasing advancements being made
:in the, area ,of technology involving information stolage,
compuLer, processing and cOmmunication, IL is' a tremendous
challenge for adminintratos of information systems to stay
abreast of the st-ate-of-the-art and to initiate commensurate
system modifications whiCh will benefit the users_ This in
particularly true in the case of an operational information
system of national (and international) importance fOr which
the substantial population of current and potential users
exhibits an enormous diversity of needs, expectations and
preferences: some ate conditioned to the present system and
like things ,as they are,' others don't; spme want minor
changes, others insist on major ones; some are comfortable
with technology-based systek improvements, others prefer to
minimize human dependence on technolociy; some are in fact
userS,' while \many who, could be are, not--for whatever
reasons. Needless to say, it is -extremely difficu_lt to
redesign the sysEem to. encompass and satisfy all of the
above.

1.1 Study Groundwork

the E6ucat1ona1 Resources Information Center (ERIC) _of
the National Institute of Education (NIE) was designed and
developed in the 1960's., A good early description of that
system is found in an article by Marron publi'Shed in 1968
[ERI-1].* The components and types of'products of ERIC, as
they exiisted at that time remain remarkably similar to their
present-day versions, although a long list of commendable
improvements, have been' made over Che years fERT-21.
Marron's paper also makeS severaf important points with
bearing on .this study. FIrstly, ERIC was envisioned to he
an hforMation .systeM "available to all segments of
education," including teachers/. adrhinistrators, planners,
supervi,sors, couinselors and students. However, it was

-realized that ERIC would definitely need help to achieve
such an ambitious goal, through the deve)opment of a

supportive network of resource organizations 'such as
r'egional educational laboKatories, various state agencies
and numerous local information centers. This, then, led to
advocacy of the wholesafe-retail _concept fOr ERIC which
still appers tb-exist today. That is to say, ERIC4,was to
be the "wholesaler" of information products and services
while various other organizations would assume the retailing
of those products and services and, hence, the direct

*Note: Due to the multi-facet nature of this projoot, the,.

BIBLIOGRAPHY is t organized into categories listed in'
alpha-betical sequence accordihg), to three-letter mnemonic '

labels representative of particular s4bjects. With each
such category, ER1 (standing for ERAC Description),. a

selected set of publiCations is listed in numeric order.

1 -



interaction with the massive ubet population.

Secondly, ERIC was viewed as a kind of hybrid system

from the standpoint of being partly centralized and partly
decentralized. The latter applied (arid sCill applies) t.o

suNiect specialists working 'in the then 19 (pLesently 16)

ERIC clearinghouses located throughout the U.S. to provide

input to the systemy decentralization also, of course,

applies with regard to the above-mentioned type of retail

delivery of information to users. On the other hand, ERIC.
was portrayed as centralized in _terms or document

processing, computer activities and management functions

pertaining either.to Central ERIC (i.e., the NIE-based ERIC

management) or the ERIC corxtractors (e.g., for producing

microfiche of FRIC -documents). Both advantages and

disadvantages of'such a hybr.i.'d approach to the structure and

control of a nationwide Information,system/network were-

indicate0 by Marron. /

For purposes of this study, the above highlJghted

points about the original (and stilll larqely retained)
design philosophy of ERIC, are significant. They will bp/

seeri to have considerable influence, both in positive and

negative respects,, pn questions of potential application to

ERIC of state-of-the-art technology.'.. Finally, in.pdetting

the stage for the objectives and scope of this tesearch

work, it .is interesting tonote Marron's deScription of a

goal for ERIC [ERI-1): development of an on-line, remotely

accessed search system for the,ERIC files, with the aim of

allowihg "anY interested institution to interact with th

ERIC database, from any place in the country, or the world,

using a commeccially available communications system." At

,face... value; this --Illuote points -to thee powerfill

networlss available txml,day. To -what

eXtent ERIC has'achi ved the above 3_968 stated plan will, be

observed through the functional description of the current

ERIC; system to, be preehted in Section 2.,3. To loat extent

ERIC could or shomld utilize technology _to improve its-

informatiOn products and ,,services underlies the objectiVes

of this work. 'Before describing those objectives, more

should be said abdut the ERIC-relatedtliterature. t

1,.2 Pertinent Literature

A .variety of publications presenting the

characterlstics .land .uses of ERIC is available and was used

for,thisstu* Such descriptive .material is identified in

bile "ERIC Descrip'tion" ,or ERI category of the adjoining

bibliography HO-Weyer, ERIC hasalso -been 'the' subject of

much publjc-discuSsion and evaluation ov_.etXhe lastdecade..
Ample,examples of. both praise and criticismicAn be found in

the openliterature.

9



Among the most substantial (although alreaMy dated)
ERIC evaluation studie the one cnIried ()tit hy F1yc
JEVA,1). It should be noted that Its emphasis was .0D
evaluating ERIC products and services, by means of survey
techniques for measuring use and user reaction. While
results of such a study may Carry implications for
improvement of the system (as will be evidenced latex.), they
must not be interpreted as representing a,direct_ system
evaluation as such.

Many other studies, e.g., Steiger's work which focussed
on -retrieving product information from ERIC (EVA-2), could
be referenced here and cAracterized with , regard to
differing evaluative emphases. However, a more compact and
efficient 'way to agcomplish that purpose Is to identify a
recent NIE-bponsored study by Havelock (EVA-3). His paper
reviews over thirty empirical investigations into one or
mdre aspects of the ERIC system, carried out during the
period -1969 to 1977. Desc,riptions of applicable
methodologies and salient findings are included,

Ar

Among the most interesting and'-pertinent results of
Havelock's work, speaking in behalf of the ERIC evaluation
studies collectively, are the folIowirlg:

1. The bplk of ERIC searching is still done .by hztrid,

However, particularly in recent years, considerable
interest in on-li,ne searching has been Ehown. In
f,act; if there appears -to be1an area of ravidly
expanding and strongly advantageous use of.,ERIC, it
is on-line searching. Users'of on-line facilities
report very high levels of satisfaction, especiallV
with regard to speed`and flex-ibility.-

2. Input processing practices among ERIC cleringhouses
vary considerably with little agreement or
coordinat.ion of effort. Also the studies analyzed.

,by HavelOck exhibited a lack of information on
"ERIC as a whole," e.g., with -respect to
interconnections among its component parts.

3. Alm9st three-fourths of the standing-order
cUstomexs of microfiche are colleges. and
universi?ties, suggesting limited access to that
medium by the vast Ikajority of other educators.
ERIC is actually used by a small PrOportion of
those for whom it has potential relevance and
benefit. e

-

4. The most salient and consistent finding across the
studies reviewed is the need for services that are
highly localized' and immediately and easily
-accessible. Apparently, the vast \majority of
potential ERIC users do not uset', because they

3 16



perceive a lnck or :mch
Regrettably, because most_ ERIC siudies, consider
only persons who are ERJC usersal'ready conditiond
to ERIC accessibility ao it exists, the "potential"
user condrns are negliacted.

5. No credible or reasonable approach has been found
for subdividing or partitioning the ERIC file to
render access more effective and efficient for

special categories of users.

A draft -copy of Havelock's report [EV1 -3) was made
available to: this project several months after the latter
started in 1976. The above-stated (often literally quoted)
results iil be shown to. provide confirmation or
reinforcement for various technology-based improvements of IV
ERIC to be suggested in our work.

1-3 Qbjective and Scope

'Consistent with the originally stated project scope,
the Primary purpose,of this study of the ERIC system was to
identify'-potential improvements in the operation, access and
utilization of the, sstem through the application of
state-of-the-art technology both to system components and to
the system as a whole, The improvements were to be

presented in teirme of possible, alternatives along with'

ihdications of associated benefits to be derOed. In so
doing, this report was to suggest or point to specific
avenues of further, more detailed study, design and,

perhaps, implementation involving ERICr it was not itself
tb result in actual design specifications for any particular
technology-baSea alternative destribtd.

Besides considering the aboVe-mentioned dichotomy
,between component- and total' system-orieptation (to be
,clarified further in the next stettion), ehis study was also
4 address the question of ERIC improvement from-both of the
following standpoints:

A. 4iyen identified problem areas in the ERIC system,
how can technology serve to -,allev)ate if' not
eliminate them?

Gtven known advancements in technology, how. can
'they e brought to bear on the ERIC system?

With,regard to the former, the NIE specified seyeral problem
areas of particular soncern, These Could generally-be
6harAgterized As pertaining to interest in imprdving or

=detAmining S4A4nStive technologlcal meaqsand modesfor:
inputting or representing doduments and surrogate data,

I
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follOwed hy MorPt9r updatin,j , f the ic,f:mitinij dota kIse,

and leading to outputting (pr ptesentation of those
documents/data to the uAers- . Efasboration on these study
Interests, supplemented and then ptioritized in agreement
with the NIE, is'provided In Section

As fat as the second above-stated study stanlpoint is

concerned, we were given the freedom Lo consider any other
prospective application of technology, ranging frori the area
of micrographics to mass information storage cevices to
computer/communications net,works and distributed ptocessing.
The work was, therefore, to be partly,pragmatic in nature
with respect 3, currently feasible problem soluCons and
"improvements and partly Cuturistic or "blue sky" wi h regard
to desirable but, perhaps, not yet economically or (therwise
attainable use ,of technology. That attractive l Cense to
consider virtually any reasonable -application of
state-of-the-art technology for the improvement of E IC was,
of course, necessarily constrained by the limited ne-year
duration and the relatively small 1eVel of c'ffort a located
to the ,project. Fufthermore, as is to be expected,
NIE-indicated pFiorities on study topics were ifolloved.
Consequently some topics received considerably more
attention Ulan others; and still -others had to be neglected
or altogether omitted.

1.4 Supportive Resok-ces

In addition to the pertinent inform;ZIOn.to be tound,in
the literaturef a6 reflected by the adjoining bibliography,
.this project was significantly dependent on the.availability
and ,cooperation of a number of resource personnel who were .

actually visited and consulted to varying extents. Members t

of the following NTE/ERIC-associated staffs were inVplvéd:.

'1. Centr-a_ Staff, (Washington, D. C.)

2 -)r e staffs of almos't half of the 'ERIC
clearinghouses (located kn the 5ashingtop1 D.C.
area, Ohio and Illinois)

3. ERIC FaCility,staff (neXhesda, MD)

4. ERIC Document Reproduction Service7EDR5 Arlington;
VA)

,5. ResearCh and Information SerVices fen:.

Education-RISE (King,of Prussia, PA)2

'Other ERIC-related personnel were contacted less formally at
t

conferences or through telephone calls.

r,



Suppoytive resources were also ,made avi)ahle W,hin
the National Dureilu of- Standaids. The prinrip,11
investigator had acceos to a number of experts irr the aicas

,of micrographics, A:omputer/communicaion networks and

distributed _proaessing, . and other technological
17pecia11ties. NotewOrthy cofttributions are acknowledged
where appropriate in the text or this report And/or .through

listing8 in the biblioOraphy.

1.5 Guide to this Report

To generate a reAdable hnd usefua product,for 'the NIE,
this report is purpofsely organized and Indexed to lacilitate
access to its contents- Firstly the approach to conduct-Lig
the study is', described in. Section 2. Tt includes the

, methodological considerations,ifoci of-attention and study
ao, priorlties which, were used to iguide_the jnvestigation. ,A

.
functional desctfption af the current ERIC system is also
presented rThe reader who is already familiar with ERIC and
less interested&inmethodology ahd priorities than in istud-
eesarts may wi611 to sYip Section-2 and go directly to one of
the other sections. '

The reader can access this teport in either of the

folloWIng ways:

I. Guided by the subtopics listed _in the Table of
Contents under each of the three major reAult
chapters,

Section 3: Component-Oriented Consi4e.rations

Section 4: Total System-Oriented Considerations

Section 5.: Conclusions and Recommendations

identify and locate the corresponding report
segments.

2. Guided by the Subject .kndOc,rhich is attached,
determiile whether and Olere something is said about
a topic of interest.

The first,-above'stated approach to accessing study.
'results bonfirms the, objective (see Section 1.3) of
'considering technology application prospects both' for RIC,
---sys_fm components (Section 3')os well as for the ERIC system

;. on the' whole (Section 4). In each case, pertinent
charactetistics and criteria 'are developed and use of
tabulations be available a.trnatives is made, \tied into
discussions of the,pros ad qons in the text.

Sections 3 and 4 areintended to4Present the .spectrum
of' assessmentsi'made and.OrospO.cts 4dehtified in this stuqy,
both with regard to current as well: as potential future use

1
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of technology in MC_ Many spocific &uqcI e- ti ons fol. 1fl1C
Sre interspersed in those sections. However, a concentrated
summary of conclusions and'recommendations affecting ERTC is
not made until Section 5. The reasons for this separation

0, include our perceived need and preference to place
recommendations on technology-based iMprovements'oC ERIC in

their proper catext. That 4 to say, for -a aarge, complex
system such as ERIC (and its apsociated, support'ive

information centers) , technological innovations or

impeovements cah be suggested; howeier, the likelihood of

their success 'or psssible acceptance is necessardly
questionable until or unlAz,ss other perhaps. "nontechnical"
but highly in,fluential factors, are taken into account.

These factois may be sociological, psychologigl zind

ecOnomic in'nature. Because we were able to elicit a number
of such influences dUripg the course of this work, we deertied

. it preferable to add appropriate qualifiers and conditions
to ,obr recomnendations. The interested reader, therefore,
has the additional alternative of going directly to Section
5 for such context-based results'.,,

,

0.

r

.1



2 STUDY APPrOACH

To Coster better understanding of an investigation int_c;

how a paxticular !Iystem might_ be improved using technology,
It is incumbent of) the.investigators to describe thp system

studied, the methodoloqicell guidelines Pstablishee, the

definitions employed, the assumptions made .and any other

factors 'which serve -to clarify and delimit the basis anA

applicatAlity of the results obtained. As was stated

earlier, this section ,maT be omPtted by-the reader who
already knows the ERIC system well and is primarily
interested Fri a cursory look at the results found in one or

more of Sections,3 through 5.

2.1 Technology and Users

The word "technology"-probably conjures up such terms

as "machines," "ecluipment," and "hardware" in the minds of
most people. Jihen placed into the context of information

processing systems, these are usually exemplified by

computers, communication devices and micrographics
equipment. Technology also leads many people, especlalll

--those,who are not very technology-oriented, ,to think about

prospects of ever increasing automation (or repincing humans
jpy machines) and about what usually appears to be_ the

all-consuming emphasis, namely greater effkciency in-sys'tem2

operation.

However, efficiency should not be the only determining
factor in assessing system improvement. Particularly in
,information systems such as ERIC, involving significant

human interaction with machines, the effects of technology
on system performance must be' evaluated more

comprehensively. The user-system rela4onships must alsp be
taken into account (EVA-4J. This means that besides typIcal
questions about. efficiency (involving such ql.antitative

measures as coet, volumes, capacitir, throughput, time)

questions about effectiveness (pertaining to the more-
-quallitAtive aspecEs of the system and its products) and also
about synergism or symbiosis (dealing with characteristic§
of the user-technology interface, user needs and preferences
,and even various environmental influences) must be answered.

Consequently, selectedinterr4lationships beEween/among the

efficiency-effectiveness-synergism considerations can lead
to productivity, cost-benefit and other meaningful
evaluation stt?dies.

ed,

. Although this study
.

is not an evaluation ps such of the

ERIC,. system4. its inveStigaave nature nevertheless catriesr

,
'sisme .eValuative overtones. ,Ohensa.Sking about how well ERIC

.would -do given 'certain types of 'technologiCal changeb or
innovations, therefor,e, 4,t' is 'important -to ,have, an

understanding bf 'what .sstem .testing and evaluation, when
fOrmallyicarried out, are,all about Je.g., imm15] . Effects
of techriblogy, can be, assessed-yery,selectivlywith*onl

,

4.1F,,V; .

1. ,
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efficiency iff mind (EVA- 6) or comptchensivoly with intolost
not only in techncilogy but_ also in the associated peoplo and
thoir intcinctions wth tho technology (mr\--/I.

k4

.
The main purpose of the abov discussion is lo convey

the orientatipn* adopted for this study: technology-hilsed
sy.stem impLovemen,ts of ERIC should not merely be
hypothesi'2ed and recommended in technical terms using
efficiency arguments; they 'must also be justified, with

1.-

. I regard to psydholdgical, sociological, management and other
,.k2 cOrisiderations applicable\ ,to the people (end users,

inermediary users, Potential users, Staff, administrators,
etc.) associated with ERIC_ While this approach makes a

... study considerably more complex.ahd difficult in natue, it
also promises to generate more realistic and useful results.

,

2.2 Metitiodological Points

Because thiS small-scalp study was not commissioned to
be a formal evaluation of the EIII:c system or-some part
thereof, Methodologies for testing ft, _carrying out
experiments on it, conductinb well-structured pilot stUdies-
in conjunction with I, t., and other such possibilitiesdo not
apply.: The objectivel obtained, statistically significant
evaluafttive data that 'coul result from- such studies .a-re

therefore. not to be found in this ;report (except via
reference to other publications) . Hopefully, as will be
discerned later,'\such well-organized, follow-up studies will
be precipitated bY our work. ,

-.c How, then, was this investigation into technology-based
impv0vement of ERIC, probably the \:irst such attempt to
seriously consider technological altern tives for ERIC on a
global basis, actually conducted? The general approach can
be characterizedNas Tollows:

1..'Project or9anization arid schedulin9,. in -terms of /

major foci of_ attefiTion (Section 2.4) 'and study (

priorities (Section 2:5),.to ahsure that at least
the most important alternatives would be considered

idtiring the one-year study period.
4

2.i.Information collection and compilation,IL given the
ITgTlable. literature and utilizing the various

f NIVEhIC and,.NBS resources people identified in
Section.l.4.

. AssimilAion and attempted correlation of the
information on the

("a) MIIC system, on the one hand,
yith its operational problems
and prospects, and the

(b) Presentpand potentially
I

9, 16
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applicable (to ERIC) Lc!chnology,
on the other hand,

4. 'Development of profiles of pertinent .information
processing and communication characterTstics and
,criterin to enable structured comparison of
/

technological alternatives.
01,

5. Formulation and discu4sion -of feas:Ible alternatives
Tor technology-based improvements of ERIC, -417t7:17ETI-J
possibility of repeating the above 'stens as
necessarY.

The information collection phase, with regard to the
-ERIC system, was largely-deper4ent on personal contacts and
interyiews. It was decided, in discsussion with the NIE
staff, that a questionnaire approach was not desirable. The
visits and-interviews produced much useful bpt obviously
subjective material. A number of the collected thoughts'anl
opinions about ERIC will be reflected in later parts of this
report.

_

In addition to the five step or phases optlined above,-
, this investigation i was _, necessarily also -.dependent on

.investigator knoWledge, experienoe and evep -intuition.,

Recommendations must therefore be viewed as outcomes of
\investigator-control*ed syntheses of available facts,

opinions '4nd conjetures. -This means that the resplts are
largely dubjective in, nature, representing inestigator
judgment'ot opinion." Itowever,-that subjectivity is tempered
somewhat by presenting alternative configurations or
bolutions (as opposed to only the_ one 'deemed' "best")
whenever possible. ,

,.,-

2.3 Functional Description

ERIC is a national' information system :which was
intended to serve the 'following two needs of the'educational
community FERI-3)! to acquire and guarantee ready accAW to
the rant5e of _hard-to-find educatiop literature, and to
produce new Anfopmation products for decision:makers and
school personnel based on the volume of reports an:1 te1ated

, material.
,

"'To achieve the above-stated purposes, ERIC carrJes out
the fol)owing broadly stated actions [ERI-41:.

4

1. Collects, screens, organizes and 4 disseminates
reports

2. ,Furnishes copies of -educational docurnents
nOininol:cost.



3. Acts as an archive of educaqional literature

4. Prpares interpretive summaries, research reviews,
and hibliogrpphies on critical topiCs in education

5. Services informatIon centers throughot the country

6. Answers education inforMatio'n questions
1.

'But these' do not reveal how and where documents are
collecttd, copied, archived, etc.; likeWise, they don't say
how the other 'services are prqvided. However, answe'rs can
be .ejicit.ed from a v.ariety of descriptive materials, as
indicated bir- the listiriq of items in the ERT segment' of the
attached bibliography..

To get a better understandipg of what constitutes the
ERIC network, .and what is done Where,'refetence is made to
Figures 1 and 2 respgctively. Figure 1 displays ERIC with
emphasis on its four levels regardless of interconnections
among'components [ERI-51. Of particular intdrest is the
nationwide :network of 16 clear1n9houses. , These
clearinghouses collectivelyrepresent the primary source of
input to ERIC. According to ERI-4:

Each 'specializes, 'in-, a different,
multi-discipline, educational area.
Each searches out pertinent
documents-Current research findings,
project and technical repOrts, speeches
and unpublished manuscripts,,bOoks, and
professionel ,journal articles. These
materials are screened according to ERIC
selection criteria,, abstracted and

. indexed'. all of this information JS put
into the ERIC computer database and
announced in the ERIC . referen'ce
publications.

ButFigure 1 does not give enough detail about the flow of
documents and products through ,ERIC, ,ultimately to be
accessible to the user. t also gives no evidence of what,
if any, technology is currently being employed'at varioup
.nodes of the ERIC ,netw rk. Figure 2 characterizes the
ipteirelationships and it also gives general hints on the
technology presently i use:

.
Input items are processed and dichotomized hy the

clearinghouses into aths for the repoWliterature and the
journal literature 'respectively. Aside from he
IniScellaneous types of equipment;(eg., On-line termlnals to
commercial search stems, copying machines, etc.) used in
:conjunction' with providing :services in jlieiT roles .as, :

.speCial informati n qegters, the clearinghOuses are nainly .

il

'1
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involved with OCR-oriented devices which allow (loeument

surrogates to be input to the database via the 1.q1C

Facility. On the (mtput side, they h,ive ,iortrwntf; (0
equipment for reading and maYbe printing From microfilm,
besides ordinary copying machines. As will he noted later,
a few clearinghouses have been involved with special efforts
or' experiments in using other technology, e.g., word
processing computere.

The journals path of the input dichotomy (Figure 2) is

handled relatively easily by forwarding. the document
surrogntes only -(no paper copies inJolved) to the publishing
contractor VL.ho then produces the Current Index to journals
in Education,(CIJE) and other spinoff publications. Our

study does not 'concern itself with the composition and
printing equipment used by the publishing companies.

/

On the more complicated side of the input dichotomy
(see again Figure 2) is the processing of the report
literature. Both the paper copies and the surrogates (on

OCR-compatiblf, forms)
i

o documents actepted by ERIC

llClearinghous6s.must be su itted to the Facility. The

latter then ' edits- and -valicates the suerogates (abstracts,
index terms) and adds them to a computerized database, using

OCR equiment and the computer facilities of a commerc al
timesharing service. As a consequence of this surrog te
data'proce,ssdng, the abstract journal Resources in Educati n
(RIE) is produced by the Government Printing Office (GP

\ and, furthermore, the database segments are soldi (

magnetic tape) to commercial providers of computeriz
search services and other agencies with their own compute
search systems. TheVarious local information centers can

then of course have access to.them.

One more branch off the Facility node (in Figure 2)

remains to be discussed. The Fpcility must also prepare the
paper copy'documents themselve for filming by the ERIC

Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). The latter has the
capabilities to produce. mAcrofiche of all the submitted
documents, and either to provide microfiche duplicates for
about 680 standing-orde'r Customers or to generate paper copy
reproductions of documents and microfiche 'uplicates in
response to customer.orders. This micrographics activity in
ERIC represents one of its heaviest uses of technology.

2.4 Foci of Attention

Realizing that it

ione-year study to con
application to ERIC, an e
the major foci of attent
overview of the areas
viewpoint, appeared to
most fruitful results
improyements. As was st

-considered both with rega
as its network on the
outlined in the following

would not Jpe possible in this
sider allaspects of technology
arly requirement was to identify
ioh. Figure 3 gives a diag.rammatic
which, from the investigator's
be most critical and which promised
in terms of technology-based

ated in Section 1.3, ERIC was to be
rd to selected components as well

whole. Corresponding topics are
two subsections respectfvely.

(t.
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With reference to the circic,d rilimbers in Figure 3, the

comp6nent-oriented topics that appeared to be most relevant
and critical were

(1) The means. and methods for entering
documents and their surrogates into the
ERIC s'ystem, whether _into

machine-readable or other storage media.
This was to entompass scrutiny of ERIC
microfilming of documents, on one hand,
and various computer:oliented techniques
(e.g., OCR and word processing), on the
other hand.

(2)_ The means and methods for outputting or
presenting (to ERIC users)- those data
that were somehow Input to the system.
Thus this topic, is of course intimately
related to or dependent on topic tly./
However, the emphasis here was to be on
the technological user-system interface -
which presents or displays the
information.

2.4.2 Total System

After considering the above-specified fuinctional

components4, of ERIC, emphasis was to shift to the ERIC
network on the whole. Selected topics were, again with
reference to Figure 3!

, (3) .Possibly complete restructuring of ERIC
based on applications of computer
netWorking, distributed processing,
minicomputers, etc.

(4) Under the umbrella.of topic (i),
technology-facilitated communication and
coordination. op ERIC clearinghouses,
staff and management.

Likewise.in,the context of studying topic
(3), U)e means and methods of-interfacing
users to- the ERIC network, with the
obiectiVe of 'greater satiSfaction of user
needs/expeCtations/preferences.

throughout the study we had to be_cognizant of
the fact that the whole is depeindent on its component parts:

16)_ Implicationspreffects Of topics (,1) and
(2) on (3) .through. (5), and vice vetsa.



2-$ Study Prior t

hfter correspondence .and conultation with. N1E on the
foci of attention outlined above, it Was determined that NIE
consldered the first two,interdependent topics, namely,

.(1) Data input Or represontatkon, and

(2) Data output or.presentation,

4111 particularly N/ith'emphasis on the use of microfiche, to .be
of priority interest. Some aspects of topic (5) dealing
with the ERIC user interface were indicated as bei'ng also of
Considerable inUtest- Finally= ,thP Lemaining,
above-outlined topics, possibly involving major
restructuring of the ERIC network, although not to he
tgnored -were to- be viewed and treated as secondary in
Jmportance as far as NIE was conaetned.

While this report reflects the MIE-indicated Study
priorities, it is nevertheless an attempt to be reasonably
comprehensive in spite of the obvious constraints (in time
and manpower available) 'on this project.

t

/-7 1
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3. COMPONENT-ORIENTED CONSIDERATIONS

In a large system, It is often desirable or even

necessary to scrut;tnize nolected parts or comporiont eithor

due to observed performance problems which they have

engendered or- perhaps because improved means. tor

accomplishing those component functions have become

available. The investigators must, of course, be sure to

realize that modification of a part generally carries

effects or implications for the whole.

This section presents the results of our study with

regar/d to the top-prionity functional components of data
input/representation and data output/presentation. Section

4 then incorporates and envelopes this material by looking

at the ERIC network on the whole.

3.1 Data,Input or Representation

Any information system must have facilities for

entering or inputting whatever information (or data) it is

to encompass. In the process, it must employ the

transformation or translation techniques which are suitable.

.for svstem-inter_nal data, representation

formats 'and media. This data input and representat'Ion

function is discussed in the following subsections with

reSpect to (lenerally applicable characteristics, different

technological means and media, and_comparlson of available

alternatives.

3.1.1 Input Characterist4cs and Criteria

To consider-technological alternatives for handling the

data input: and representation'functiom, the characteristics
of those input data and the criteria for processing them

must be -understood. It is, therefore, important to.first

define and distinguishsuch. Charact4tristics and criteria.

In so doing, this section adopt,s special identifying labels

for ease of ,referenCe and latet use in the tabulated

comparisons of technological.alternatives.

31_1-1 Data Types'

. The types ot'data that may, in general, be entered inEo

.infqtmation system can be categorized as follows, tying
)them-into..the most proMinent and sultable'sensory faculties

-c)f bumam users:

.1+

,"1:".s

Dt.Visual 'data ta.

(1) Textual o4alphanumeric

A full..t?xt of any documents (pa'pers,
r.eports, procedures, etc,)

.18



(b) Surrogates ot such documents
(citations. index terms, abstAncts)

(2) Statistical or numetic

(3) Graphic, diagrammatic and pictorial

(4) Combination of above.

02. Alidio data ,(e.g., speech,'music)

03. Tactile data'(e.g., in Braille)

D4. Cpmbinations of above

(1) Audiovisual

(2) Other

The ERIC system is Apresently almost exclusively
oriented to processing visual data (DU which are tettial,

-rr and lof the printed and/or microfilmed varieties. 'The
so-called nonprint- items, such as films, filmstrips,

,videotapes, audio recordings, etc., can not as yet be .input
and processed.

, From the human sensory Standpoint, the above
categorization can be interpreted as substanttallv
independent of the media employed. In a way,-that ,is what
information technology is about: .the maintenance of the
identity of a type of data (or information) such that it is
recreatable or reproducible (ideally) without any loss.of
accura6y- or even aesthetic appeal. In 'addition, it may j)e
postable to transform the informatioh ueing technology in .

order to enhance it-an'd/or complement it With other types of
information (e.g., in multi-media representations),

Realistically,' each of.the above categories, of:course,
becomes associated with the most prominent current media
available. For example, textual data immediately suggest

.z .paPer, documents or miciofilM or computer Storage. But which
is most appropriate? 'Likewise, whIch technological media
for input: and re resentation are.available for ,each of the
other abovecatego 4.zed types of data and why is one better
'than another? T pursue.such questions further, additional
cllaracteristic guidekines are developed in the next

..subsections.

1..14.2-Data OuantitieS

Mne,i.-Of the, .;:determining factors_ in.. deciding what'
technolOgy to us:e to input data into An 'information system
,itthe.Ishe,ey`guantity oi.density Of the (Tht.a, .We *now that
thefull text,of,some -document may be:several pundted times
415 :VolUMinous os A surr)ogate, such. a's Ats ._abstract.
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obviously has imPlications On how,much input ptocessing time
and effort must he expendod on tho two different levols of

document tepresentation respectively. :It also has a hoaxing
on the pure storage. ciipacity required, on whatever medium,

to accommodate the data. In addition, the rate of flow of

such documentA into the.'11,,lystem must be considered to gauge

the collective effects_

Similar. sLatements cAn be made about the . other data

categories listed in the §revious section. In some of them,
there are additional complications such as their conversion

--" from an ahaloR,form of data (e.g., -a photographjor an audio

recording) to digit!ized counterpart. The resulting data

volume (depending 011 sampling techniques emrloyed) may be

substantially ,greater and less compact. It may also, of

course, be less accurate than the source.

. In order to prrive at some general guidelines
indicating levels of data quantity or volume of relevance to
the ERIC system, assume that a typical report conSists of

the equivalent of 100 pages, 60 lines per page ond 100
alphanumeric characters per line. Such a report would then

amount to 600,000 characters rehulting in . the need for

approximately 120,000 words (on a 36-bit computer) or

150,000 words (on a 32-bit computer) of storage space. This

rough approximation (not counting overhead) can be used

further to estimate the requirements of handling a-flow of
such documents over a period of time. For example, assuming
that ERIC inputs about 1200 such reports (for RIE) each
month, i:nput processing would involve about three-quarters
of a billion characters and in the neighborhood of a 150 to

180 million words of computer storage. We shall term Such

input volume "high level."

On the other hand, a bibliographic tcitation of that

same 100-page document, along with descriptors and abstract,,

may typically corisist of 60 lines' of' -50 characters each.

Its 3000 characters Tegulre relatively 'little storage,

ranging from 600 to 70 computer words. Of course The
monthly _input of 1200- such items still requires from

,three-fourths -to nearly one million words. We shall

'v consider that input volume to be -relatively "low leve)."

ci

Thirdly, the "other ,categori,es involving graphic,

, ,pictorial and audio dataHare much -More variable in terms of
data,volume a'nd hence lebs easily categorize14-1 As is well
known, -"a picture Is worth a thousand Imrds" and in fact one

di§itized,phot:ograph maywwell require millions .of-point 1-13ta
(identifying shading, color,.etc,) to be-stored. Hence, the

,per.-ftem-VolUme for such data must generally be rated very'

high,. but the nUmber of such items ApOing into the system
.coOld 'conceivablybe.quite low. Hence, we will- consider
this'input volume to be "special."

,

./
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, To summavize Cor purpofles oi taLer ro1or<7'nce, thp "Mtn
Input volumes are simply classified as:

VI. High volume

V2, Low volume

v3. Special volume

4141.3 Data Pprposee

The decision on which' technological medium to 'use for a
givep data category with an associated volume should also be
dependent on the purpdse(s) of, the data being entered into
the system to begin with.

It would be poor planning rhdeed to input a

Pigh-quality data stream into a perhaDs costly technological
medium without justifying thaC'input in terms of intended
processing purposes and uses of the data. For example, if a
flal-text dbcument is only to be reproducible but not
searchable (for ahswers to queqes) in its full text foim,
it makes sense to consider a Tudium which is less flexible
and costly but serves the puerose adequitely. However, the
consequences of such adecision, in termsfof precluding the

future searchability of the database, mist be fully
acknowledg.ed.

Similar questions apply to the other data categories.,
Statistical data may be simply collected for purposes of
reproduction (analogous to the alphanumeric case), maybe in

some established tabular format. It is quite a diffe'rent
matter if hi se data are to'be analyzable.by computer. This
req es co version to the internal representation whia
appro late fr computer processing.

Ano'èheJ kind of ,daL purpose which warrants
Jdentitication\is transformation to'sOme alternative form or .
view of the reOresented'information. This is exemplified by
graphic data which .may be structured for transformation
using computer graphics. Similar effects, although to .

differing degrees, could" result in processing pictures or
photographs (by means ,of sophisticated digitization and

pattern recognition ,,tchniques) as ivell as-audio data (hy
means of advanced speech. recognition/analysis and ,music
digitizationirecomposition methods).

. IR sOmmary.., ,the 'following three. major *urpdses of

'Inputting 'and. storing data in an information system should
be eecognized;

, Pl. Data .(Item) TeproduCtion or Copying

-Data.Structuring, Searching 'and Analysis



P3 Data Transformation or ModifictIon

Again, the associated labels are,cmployed in )ater sections
to imcilitate re1nrencin9 and cortparison Within thr clorIc1:11
framework of significant factors bei,ng developed.

3.1.1.4 Performance Criteria

Having dealt with the questions of what type of clata 1

to be input, how much of it, and what the purpose of the
input data is to,be, we can psk about how fast and how well
the .suitable technological alternatives available can
proCess the input. But, in order to try to respond to the
latter, at least general performance-related guidelines are
necessary. Using the efficiency-effectiveness-synergism
trichotomy mentioned in Section 2.1, management questions
about technology-based performance can be categorized as
follows: ,

El: Efficiency:

What is the rate of input processing?

HOW Lich does the processing cost?

E2. Effectiveness:

How well is q)e data purpose met?

E3. Synergism:

How satisfied are the information users?

The above-stated . questions are indicative of- those
whi,ch are likely to be most important to persans con4dering
system changes. Their priorities may be such, however, that
,the cost question may predominate the .rest. In 'a formal
evaluation of a syktem, questions fike .ttiose stated above
can be interpret-et! as performance criteria for which.the
evaluation team must collect various kinds of objective and
subjective informatiOn, by means of appropriate measurement
techniques, qu'estionnaires,,etc. ConsequenCly, answers, to
the questions mubt be obtained through meaningful
presentation, )int;rpretation and use ofe the colleeted
information.

AP

For purpose§ of this study which is not a system
- evaluation as such, the above-stated performance csiteria

Ire:also employed, but only to suppor't general Comparison of
various technological alternatives. Such comparisons are '

madein several sections of this report. ,

3.1.1.5 Framework of Factors

2 2

3-1
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Si.iikren the charnCterictIcs Which wpro hroTi(1 ly dr:,rinrc' In

the /previous subsections, our invoqlicintton of
tecteopluy-haued impiovement or delt_?A inpmt FInd

represpntation in the ERIC system can be encoppnulated with
Feferepce to Table 1 as follows:

1

f

1) With a number of different types of data
to be input, presently and perhaps in the

1'

future, as a subset of
Data Types 01, 02, 03.and D4
i(Section 3.1.1.1)

1(2) And with different quantities of such
i data to be proceAsed, given

, Data VoluM-es V1, V2 and V1
(Section 3.1.1.7)

(3) And having different reasons or purposes
for anputting such data into the system
in the first'place, namely

Data Purposes P1, P2 and
P3 (Section 3.1.1)

(4) Then, if the desirable levels of performance
can be specifiqd somehow (preferably by
management), in _terms of

Performance Criteria Elf E2
and' E3 (Section .3.1.1.4)

(5) It should be possible to identify technoloOcal
means and methods which are being used or
could'be used _tso accommodate different data
input profiles, i.e.,

D-V-P (bata Type-Volume-
, Purpose) dombinations,

with regard to required or desired,performance
criteria R.

With reference to this feamework of factors, whlch is
intended to provide some structure to our considerations of
what ERIC is doing and can do With data input technology,
the folleking sections disOuss the major .existing and
potential alternatives.

3.1.2 Microfilm and Fiche

Th0 rMinplogy employed in the arep-/of miCrographics,'
as in ther specialty areas, isoften misleading .or
confuein (MFF-1).. This is partly due to the growth of this
field which has led_to new and perhaps unanticipated uses or
packagings of the technology, resulting in some overlapping
.if not altogether conflrcting meanings of terms. However,
the literature includes good clarifying reports (e.g.,

4P4IwtiomnkAmIlt
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Table 1, CharacLe,astIco and CILLLoria tor dnvesLiyaLing
Data ;nput Technology.

DATA INPUT CHARACTEArICS:

'Lyve of Data

Visual Data

Textual or Alphanumeric

Full Text

Surrogate

Statistical or Numeric

Graphic, Diagrammatic, Pictorial

'Combination of above
/

Audio Data

11`ctile bata

Combinations of above

Volume of Data

High VolUme

Low Volume

Special (Irregular) Volume(
Purpose of Data Input

Data (Item) Reproduction or Copying ,
1

Data Struceuring, Searching and Analysis

Data Transformation or Modifica4on

INPUT PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

ELbiency
I/0 Processing Rate

, I/0 ProCessing Cost

Effectiveness

t
Quality pf Results (w.r.t. Purpose)

Synerlaism tl

User Satisfaction

Label.1(..*

D1

D1(1)

D1 (1) (a)

Dl (1) (h)

D1(2)

D1(3)

D1(4)

D2

D3

D4

V1

.V2

V3'

Pl.

P2

-P3

\
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In Lhis soction, we present: the micrographics
technology as one Jiiipottant mean:i for inputting lnd

representing data in the ERIC syst\7. Included are
assessments of various aspects of its cirrent use as 01'11 as
Indications of its potential for the future.

3.1.2.1 Prominence in ERIC

Without question, microforms and, more specifically,
microfiche play a very prominent role in the currently
/existing ERIC system (gee also Figure 2). Ahout 1,200 paper
icopies of reports flowing into the system monthly are
microfilmed. Because approximately 680 organizations
(including around 50 in foreign ountries) have standing

'orders for complete ERIC microfiche sets, ERTC delivers
about 21,000 microfiche cards to each such subscriber every
year.

This substantial use of micrographics, for representing
and maintaining the fugitive, non-journal reports oC
interest to the education community, is considered by' many
people to be theimost vigible and stabilizing element of khe
ERIC. system. AmOng the question to be answered, however,
are whether that stabilizing 4nfluence should be retained
essentially aS it exists or whether it should be
significantly modified and/or- '''--complemented hy other
technological means.

3.1.2.2 Pros and Cons

In accordance with the characteristics dIfined in 1
Section 3.1.1, microfilm can be categorized as pfyi-ticularly-'
suitable for-Visual data (Dl), high volurk, of input (V1),
with the purpose of reproducing or copying the data (P1) for
ultiinate viewing.,_ In ERIC, the visual type of data involved
are-primarily textual or alphanume ic in nature.

What about the performance of micro;41m technology? In

general, its .efficiency (El) is quite favorable. Rate of
input processing is of course considerable, especially when
presented in terms of number of characters "input" or filmed
per unit time. ' Beyon'd some preparatory Aloric (e-q.,
pagigoation) required to set up the document pages for ;

filming, the input processing rate i only subject to, the 4
camera speed itself.

The.other efficiency-related factor, name]y cost, is

also an 'attractive feature of microfiXm. Relatively low

f

cost for.high-wolume,.input i with
other teèhnological alter atives such /P a computers, was
clearly a major influepcing force in gA ning its status in

ERIC. Yet, that statement must now tie carefully qualified
by pointing out that the, above-spec-ified purpose (P1) in
microfilming documents for _ERIC is, pfter all, qUite
restrictive. It does not,allow for any aptomatic analysis
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or searching .of the data stored on [he indivIdnal mirrnfiche
cards themselves.

Thus, it becomes important in our investigat.lon to

separate out what can be done well with current microfilm
technology from what it cannot do. With respect to the

former, the remainder of this "microfilm and fiche" seotton
is devoted to discussing our assessments of micrographin as
used in the ERIC system and as it could perhaps be improved
This means that, for the useful but restrictive puripose

(namely Pl) that microfilm is able to serve with relatively
good efficiency (see El criteria), we want to consider it

also from the standpoints of effectiveness criteria (E2) as
well as synergism criteria (E3). It should be reemphasized
here that our present Contern is with data input or

representation. The complementary side, namely data output
or presentation (covered in Section 3.2), will of course
present additional effectieness and synergism .

considerations as they,apply directly to the,users

Those data input purposes (namely 1.'2 and P3) which are

not serVed ,well by micrographics will be dealt with
separately in subsequent sections on computer-based and

computer-microfilm composite techRologies.

3.1.2.3 Guidelines tO Quality
i

If a paper copy document'is to be photcgraphed(r, more
specifically, microfilmed, how is it done and, more
importantly, how is it done with high-quality and

cost-effective Tesults?. It is not the intention in this
report to present detailed descriptions of the microfilming
process. The rather extensive literature covering this area
(see sample set in MFF segment of adjoining bibliography)
can be easily ,refetenced for technical discussions of

specific features.

In the 1960's many people were itillfinamoured by how
microphotography worlied /and how.much Information could be
stored on_microfilm (NIFF-5). .Actually, it was reasonailly
well developed by then, and ERIC, which was started in the
late 1960.'8, saw fit to adopt microfilm as an integral part
of the system. . But-over the years, the bntinuing issues
surrounding how to employ.microforms prope y 4n information
4 stems IMPF-6] and how to improve e techniques for
m crofilmingle.g.,.MFF771'were discu/ ed and debated. As a
result,:Varioas advancements wete indeed made

. .

ASide.froml)aving qUestions on how to choose .from among
S\ great variety:..0f.sizes, forms.and shapes of microforms.
ar1 beside hvtng any 'remaining concerns .about related

litan4Acd8y: ,USers. .of. microfilm technology have become
IncreaSingly ensitized'. to problems with quality, of
mtcgoimages prOduced. A number of significant:factors.must
be Oken into Sccount in order'.to -ascertain n ieidex. of

,
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quality for 3 given micro-recording sv;tem. These range
flom the re,1,1ohiIity requilement (e.q., in t ('t Inf; t 1 f

,characLer size or height.) to the loss resulting from
driplicating micráfilm and to the resolving power
requirements given specified reduction ratios (MFF-0 and 9) .

Recognizing that_ such technical quality guHelines do
exist, this investigation considered what microfilm
technology is specifically being used in the ERIC system,
how it compares with the state-of7the--art, and whether any
improvements,may be indicated. As is,described in the next
several sections, our investigative procedure and results
obOated ally need to make detailed determinaLions of quplity
indexes for ERIC-used microfilming equipment, even if that
had been feasible_

3,1_2_4 ERIC Document Reproduction Service

The'Microfilming for ERIC is carried out by a

contractor- The ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS)
't is, therefore, not an in-house Kdepartment of ERIC as such,

although the document preparation work which feeds into EDns
is performed at the Facility (see Figure 2). Consistent
with the aforementioned fact that this study was not to be
an evaluation of ERIC, it was deemed (in consu,ltation with
NIE) to be bleyond .the study scope to attempt any kind of
experimental testing of the picrofilm technology elAployed by
the EDRS contractor. Any extensive observation of the EDRS
daily operations was also precluded. That would have been
both too disruptive and time-consuming. Hence, towards
arriving at our assessmentS of technology use in EDRS, the
foiklowing means or types of evidence were employed:

(1) Several informal visits were made to EDRS
to discuss the operations with the manager,
tour the facilittes and learn abo9t the
repertoire of microfilming and r7ylated
equipment in use_ A draft copv6f a document
describing the operations (including quality
c5drItrol) was also obtained NFF-101.
/

(2) Visits we,conducted to three other selected
microfilm service centers for purposes ()fa.
-generally comparing their facilities and
operations against EDRS. Those three-centers
had been identified as illustrative production

;
shops.

(3) Summaries of results of a 13-month complete
inventory (period Jully 1977 to July 1978) of
the ERIC.microfiche collection, in additdon
to a Partial inventory of four selected segments
of the file created by previous contractors,
.were made akrailable t,o' this prOect-by the
Facility staff.

A
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(4) A publication entitld "Document Reprodua-
IbIlity Cnidelinrs," compiled by staff memhor,;

of the Facility and EDRS for purposes or ciniding

those involved in decidtng on Inputting reports
to ERJC, waS sent to us for review late In 1970.

The sample copies displayed in that
document were produced by the EDRS contractor
and provide some further evidence on the

.quality of equipment 1,n use.

The latter three of the above-specMed sources of

information about EDRS will be covered in the next three
.sections respectively. It should be pointed out once more

that,,, we- are still emphasizing the inputting of documents
into:ERIC to be -microfilmed. Further evidence on EDRS

technology and the related problem8 ad perceived by ERIC
users and information ..apecialists will be discussed in

consideration of ERIC data output or presentatigh.

3.1.2.5 EDRS Compared With Others

Besides EDRS itself, three carefully Selected micrOfilm
services in the Washington, D.C. area were visited and
toured. The.three were chOsen as being representative of an

"outstanding," ,a rvery good," and a "fair" service

respectively. This subjective rating was made based on

investigator experience* with those orghniiations coupled
with their -reputations. It was to .encompass both the

quality of their- equipment as well as their operations on
the whole. The visits certainly confirmed those ratings.

In direct comparison withy the three other
representative services, it wad cona1uded that the microfilip

technology and its use by EDRS can be judged as most similar
to the intermediate or "very good" servicee EbRS seems to
be running a lrespectable operation around a solid Selection
of filming and related .equipment (including two high-speed
step and .repeat cameras).

It is important to note, however, thlW unlike some

other microform production facilities, EDRS processes
whatever. the ERIC facility sends. That is.to'say, judgments
ork: whether oe not a document is of adequate typographlc
quality .,(i e type siyel, contrast, etc.) are 'not made by

EpR8,. siMply receives-the paper copy documents a,lr\eady

.001ected, prep44.0 and categorized .by level (see neXt'

.sectionh along 'with the dOcument resume.master (Magnetic)

:tape0,41pd then films the.dOcuments and produces the fiche

titles -from :punche_d:paper tape (after titles are read from
:magnetic tape. 'and: converted)... Ir .. addition, it' then

.:13roduCest.013011.1eMand, blowback paper copies from acNotably

"*The principal, investigator was accompanied on these visiits

13Y Mr. 11,0mas Bagg of the National Bulreau of Standards.,
k



categorized microfilm_

What the above means is that EDRS is, on the one hancl,

in the fortunate position of heihg able to exert their hest_
skills to apply good microfilm technology as effectively as
possible tO whatever documents are already preselected tor
them. As evidenced in the noxt_ !lection, cnneerned with
tallied error rates, some improvements arc\ indicated.
However, on the other hand, EDRS.is also in the unCortunate
position of being blamed for problems, especially associated
with poor quality input documents, over which it has
control sexcept via a monthly problem report which can serve
to influence future input. tn addition, Er-?TC is said to

have an "archival" responsibility which technically Should
me8n the maintenance (perhaps in some'vault) of all input
documents (or microfiche thereof) but which in oractice
means maintenance as well as use of the document collection.
As a result, thetcurrent EDRS contractor must also hear'the
burdn of complaihts- which are actually attributable to many
lesser quality mibrofiche 9cnerated by prevus
contractor(s).

3_1.2_6 Inventory Results

ror a period of thirteen months, the microfiche
produqsad by the current EDRS contractor were invgntoried and
qualit\r checked by the Facility staff. We were assured 'that
this was done On a fair, impartial basis.. One of the
following four qualitative st'Ores was thereby assigned to

each mlcrofiche!

1. No Probleps Good Fiche

2. Minor Problems Accept,Wle-Fiche
/

3. Several Problems %qclinal Fiche

4. Serious Problems Unacceptable Fiche

With the total number of monthly RIF accessions ra"ngina,from
a minimum. of 1,081to a maximum of 1,590 during'thlit
.13-month trial period, the monthly, percentages of all items
which received above-indicated scores of either. 3 or 4

(collectively) averaged at about 2.3%. This figure excludes
the Level III documents which are not actually made

'-..._available, as discussed in the next section.

In responso to each monthly inventory and quality check
summary, EDRS provideddetqlled explanations of identified

\..7...- .problem cases. An assortiMnt of difficulties can be

elicited krom those responses, ranging from caMera
malfunittions to human operator error. This interchange
between the ERIC Facility and EDR8 is itself a constructive,
worthwhile step which surely leads to greater.sensitivity oh

, , P

P,',4r,tsti.ZT,...',t' '' \-71'
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both cideo to existing OtoLlems and to theiu alleviation
not totnl eliminAtion.

, However, it muSt be reported furthermore that many 'of

the apparent errors detected in the EDRS-produced microfiche
were actually due to the input documents themselves and
otherproblems beyond the control of EDRS. This matter will
be pursued further in the next section. In the meantime,
the approximately 2% nverage monthly error rate which can'he
reduced further given many pla6sible explanations by EDPS,
must be .regarded as a reasonably respec,table performance
under the circumstances of running a produ6tion shop. This
judgment is consistent with indications given by managers of
other high-caliber microfilming serOces.

3.1.7.7 Input Documents

Sfnce this investigation found the EDRS
technology and its related, supportive equiphient to be .

representatiye of the state-Of-die-art, and since the recent
use of "that technology appears to exhibit a respectablg
level Of operation in terms of.low _error rate, then wh2t
seem_ to be the main clifficulties which .are at the toot elf .

criticisms vented about EDRS products? These difficulties
must be dichotomized_into document input (tO ERIC) and EDRS
prod'uct output (to ERIC users).- 'The latter is discuSsed in,

, the next major, section.

With rft.gard to documents input, ERIC .is categorizing
the source documents accoiding td 'the following three%
levels:

1. ,Level I: Reproducibility of th'e document is judged
to be good enough so that it should be.legible both
on a microfiche reader and in blowback, paper-:copy
form.. Users can therefore get them.from 4BIC in
either microfiche or paper---'1 copy. In 'additibri;
these :documents are either -not cOpyrighted or a
release 'has been obtained-for 'them for .use within
the ERIC system., -

(

2.',)LevelII: The documet is judged to )e only
readable on micrcifich 'but is of unacceptabae
quality for paper7copy Plowbacks alternately'or in
addition, this category may include copyaghted
documents for which Gully a limited micrOfiche ,

re,lease, has been olStained. Thus, these docume,nts
are only available in_microfiche form.

3. T,evel .The document. is ,:either . of
unsatisfactory quality for any forx of reproduction
and/or.it is restricted via copyright, 'Vence, it'
is not available from tY)12.5, although the
POPaAtion ,sburc, is cited. 4resent .Level
inlaPt .:amounts to about 5%, prim4ri1y restricted by.

.6.

,
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copyr iqht .

The main problem with such categorization according to

document reproducibility (ignoring the cppyright
restrictions for our purposes here) are who will mak& the

judgments and what criteria or guidelines will be used for
making them. The old compeLer-oriented saying of "garbage
in, garbage out" applies with microfilming as it does with
computer input-- '--

If EDRS is asked to microfilm a Level If document which
actually of very pool. typograohic quality, even the most

beautiful currently available filming and reor duction
technology is strictly limited as to what can te done.
Aside frOm some well-known enhancement techniques (.e.g,
using office copiers), automatic means for "creating
something out or nothing" do not exist. Either another
technological apprdach or perhaps non-techblogical methods
(adminisrative in nature) may have to be called upon,

-It follows therefore that the decision by a

well-intentioned person to entpr a document into ERIC which
is:of significant content fp-tit:9ot poor typpgraphlc quality
may generate' a practically 'illegible microfiche and/or
blowbAkk paper copy and consequently cause 6-8er complaints.
The reputation of ERIC and particularly- EDRS (perha2s
tOtally undeservedly) is thereby , of course, not enhanced,

1So what can be done, if anything, to counteract this
problem? In selected'cases,, perhaps more could be done in
terms of (costly) human touch-up or retyping and tracing of
certain significant-content but poor-quality 1source
documents. Other than retyping and short of turning to an
alternate, more Apostly computer-oriented technology
(discussed in Section 3.1.1), , the emphasis must be on
controllibg the input of documents to ERIC.

ERIC therefore, to be commended for haying expended
a considerable effort towards producing guidelines intervIed
to support that objective.

1.1.2:8 Reproducibility Guidelines

,
In-recognition of:the inconsisteRcies that have'existel,

in decfsion-making .on which of t'he repori'sb.r.socaliecr
fUgitive documents should be included in ERIC,.and at what
level "(see previous section),-.0ith regard to_reproducihilitv
char'acteristics, a special giiiiidelines 'document has been
prepared by ERIC EMFF-L11]. ,ype,7-45,,

c

This document is-not concerned with Subject content hut
TAther only.with reproducibility,by, considerik a nuMber of
,significant, factors which affect .contrast arid therefore
dbcument readability upon'reproductilon. Among the

.2
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independentNvariables described are various tvponraphic
factors (point size of characters, line widths or boldness
of face, character density, and ront variations) in TWilition
to other factor.s such as background density and cnlored
printing. The effects of the 1nteractions of several of
these variables are then portrayed. Finally, the (esults of
defective type, use of office copying machines and inclusion
of certain graphics (e.g., tables, drawings, ph()tographs)
are demonstrated. All of these are backed up by means of
illustrative examples of original source items exhibiting
the factors of concern. The examples were actually
reproduced by EDRS. They constitute' the bulk of this
publication although quite a few samples are as yet not
included [MFF-11).

a-

These reproducibility .guidel.ines are unquestionably
much needed and should proire to be useful in controlling the
typographic quality of input documents. However, not all
ERIC-associate'd personnel are happy with the guidelines and
furthermore, as summarized in the next section, a few
1mprovements or . corrections ..to the guidelines are
recommended.

3.1.2.9 Pottkitial Improvements

. For the.type bf data.(D1), quantity of suCh data (V1)

and 'purpose (P1) intended to be served by the microfilming
and related equipment in use at the EDRS, 'it must be said
that the state-of-the-ert, technology is there. Some
improvements could of coursebe made, for example, in

perhaps achieving a slight increment in camera speed or by

replacing the paper-tape inptit '(for fiche titles) with
on-line terminal input. However, it is doubtful that 'such
particular improvements would be worth the cost. 'Another
change that might be considered is switchinIgifrom the use of
vesicular to diazo' film, particularly for those copies to be
used to make contact prints or duplicates. The resulting'
quality would probably be better. However, the telatively
small cost difference (if any) may be viewed as significant
enough to stay with vesicular.

If the technOlogy is good enough, then what might be

, improved in terms' of prpper use or glory control of that
technology, and, la'stly, what cari be e 'about ihproving
the quality of input documents which that technology must
contend with?

With regard to use and quality control, our brief
glimpses of the EDRSJacilities and-the previously described
invehtory results woUld suggest that the staff know what
V!ey are doing. :Obviopsly, it must be,and waS acknowledged

r'''fBallOtuman errors do occur andcan be miniMized,by means, of
the' -,usual management2.recognized incentives, .quality control
measures and other pOlicies. However, more thoroUgh'quality
control could be undertaken by, EDRS wit'h ;the usual increase

4
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in operat.ional coots_ For example, a greater number of
fiche could be density-checked. Another more costly
possibility would be to have An orgAniztionally difItinrt
quality control staff, group inspect and qualify each piece
bf equipment before its daily use. Again, given the purpose
of the' EDRS operation, that type of control might be
excessive. This is not to say that clearly defined criteria
Cfor declaring the equipment operational should not exist And
be strictly adhered to,by EDRS.

1

What appears to be of.far greater importance to ERIC is
the _proper control of documents flowing into the system.
This returns-us firstly to the DoCumen1 Reproducibility
Guidelines (MFF-llj described earlier. Several improvements

..or corrections 004(these. guidelines should be indicated.*
Page numbers cited refer to those in the' Guidelines.

P
1.. Tbe samples phould of course be completed anc s. the

microfiche of the guidelin'es, promised on page 4,
should'in fact be included in a pocket:of the bac-k
cover/
0

2.. The term "point size" -is 6sed to indicate heig'ht of
(characters (on . page 5 and in other .places).
Unfortunately, point size is only an approximation
of the actual character size. In many instances a
character with a smaller point size of one type
face is ,larger than one with a large+ point size
dedignation: Point size refers to the oyi slug or
type body size and is really the dist-Knce between
the- lines of type. Thus, on page 7. of the
guidelines where the type size of the print_of that
page is said to be 9 point, it is' really larger,
/approximately 12 point.

3. With.regard to the correctly stated use of an
office.copier'(page 10) for phrpose6/of(testing the
original as to its potential fqr generating good
microcopy, the 'user of the guidelines should
furthermore be informed that the photocopying
process itself is a.common technique for possi6ly
improving a low-contrast Original document.
Another good use of offide copiers is pointed out
as a.remedial action on page 23. However, the
,copying technique in general/may or may not lead to
enhancement.

)
.4. The choice\of-the word "holograph" on page 10 is

linfortunate in that it is used lath reference to
its. archaic meaning, namely bethg handwritten.
'Holographs have a ,diferent. meaning 46,n today's

Ir"
4fr2

.1*Tbeee: Suggestions resulted primi%rily fropia-reylew made by:
jirt-Vhoma.s.001g of.the-National:Bureau of,Standard$.
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Vterature ie-g-, ORT-51-

5_ The- "Qualtty Index" method which was reforre0 to

previously (MFF-0 and 9) might he considered as a
most satisfactory technique for judging typographic

-Jquality with regard to character size.,

Flinally, It must be acknowledged that aside from
suggested -wimprovements of the guidelines for judging
.document reproducibility, there have already been some
strong objections raised to those guidelines. Some people
associated with ERIC consider them as far too restrictive,
eliminating many of the very valgable items which really
should be ieVthe ERIC file but which .were possibly never
intended by their authors and typographic preparers to end
up vin ERIC.

That presents a true dilemma: A one jland trying trY

improve the quality of the ERI,C microfiche file, largely in
response to user complaints; on the other hand, including
items of very poor typographic quality because of their
substantive yalue to the education community. As was stated
before, microfilm technology dannot perform niracles on some
faint, unclear, carelessly prepared original report or
perhaps a poor office copy of it. Hence, one further
improvement relates to administrative and technical
attention to how to prepare documents in the first place.

The published "Document Reproducibility Guidelines"
really address the question of whetber a given document,
already produced and/On hand, is typographically acceptable
to Eng; NIE/ERIC stiould consider also the establishment of
guidelines for the preparation of materials [MFF-12),
thereby obviating the repeoducibility guidelines in many
cases. One such effort can already be, ctted [MFF-13]. Any
guidelines must of, course be suitably backed -with
documentation and publicity mechanisms, including the
incentive of entering docutiien,ts into the ERIC system.
Several other existing guWelines,for preparing material for
micropublishing could bi used as models [MFF-147715, 16).
ERIC would; of course, have to tailor suCh guidelinesf to its
own particular needs. ,

)

Even if such additional guidelinesL-were produced,4
publicized and distr,ibuted, surely there would still bp many
documents generated which by content should be in ERIC hut
whose, preparers were not informed or did not cOf about
minimally acceptable typographic -)44iia1ity. (Most fugitive
documents are presenttly not specifically prepared for ERIC.)
What then? Then, ae fs restated in the data output seCtion
of this report, Ehere should be,a clearly and explicitly
identified category of important-but poor quality ,documents-
available through ERIC, leaving no,doubt in the user's or
viewer's mind as to where the blame )of "the poor quality
lies. Alternatively, if the document ts important enough,
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t should be retyped or, , pet hap..7-; , proce ;s(-)(1 v i a Ant !lel' k i 0(1

f technology.

3.1.2.10 Future Prospects

Is miFographics or micloimagery here to stay?

Certainly, as might be expected, the related literature
claims that it is (e.g., MFF-17, 18, l)]. Generally

speaking, we a.lso agree. nowever, we would suggest that in

order to enhance the purposes of micrographics (beyond the

previously ,identified Pl.) and render it more sflexible in an
information system environment, it is likely within the next

decade to be much more coupled with or complemented by
computer technology- More will be said about this in later

sections. ERIC management should anticipate such

develOpments in lookihq towards future improvements of the

ERIC system.

Computer-BaseA Means
k

Having dealt with microfilps technology as one major._

means for inputting and/ repk-esenting data in the PAuC

system, we must ask abgdt other existing possibilities.
19aip, the charatteristics and crit'cria portrayed in Section

3.1.1 will be referenced for purposes of facilitating
comparisons between technologies and their uses.

3.1.3.1 Range of Possibilities

If the data of a certain type (e.g., DI) are already on

a particular medium, namely an ERIC paper copy (printed

page) report or a surrogate of it, the range of

possibilities for inputting those data into some

technological medium for minimal purposes of data copying or
reproduction (i.e., Pi) can he portrayed using the ollowing

' dichotomy:

1. Technologidal means for eliciting the data

:directly from the,source:

(a) Use of office copiers on the
soOrce documentsan alternative
which we are not pursuing further
with reg9rd to,the ERIC production
requirements In general, but' which
is, of course, acknowledged to
serve many useful (preferabay
limited data volume) needs,
including the previously mentioniqd
remedial work for document input
to microfilming.

,(b) Microfilming of the source dhcuments
-7the'important means diseussed,at.
length in Section /

s
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(c) Facsimile reptesentation,
tranWssion and reproduction or a
qource document.-:a special communi-
cations-based method of "copying"
data, to be discussed again later
(Section 4.1-.2)_.

(d) Optical recognition of the sourc&-
docu'Ment--an alternative.requiring
a technology capable of identifying
the alphanumeric oharacters (in the
case of ERIC's textual data) and
converting t'hem to computer-
coMpatible code in.some computer
storage medium. So-called OCR as well
as prospective holographic techniques
TORT-4) aoplylk Some form of -/
reproduction cpn then take place
under 'computer control.

2. Technological means fqr getting the data
indirectly_ from the source:

1

(a) Keypunching or keYing of data
from source documortits into some

t computer-readable' Medium (e.g.,
cards,tpapertapea well-known
aLternatiN which We will not
consider rther.

(b) Retyping or keying ofsource
document.into a typOgtaphic
format/form which is optically
recognizable and then transfprm- .

able into computer-cOmpatible
'code--an albternative similar to
(l-0).,above_except that it'requires
the intermediate preparatory
Aretyping of tile text.

(c) Retyping or keying of source
'document 4irectly into computer-
based storage--the alter'native
that invOlves'immediate,user-
computer interaction, thereby
eliminating any -intermediate
automtic character.r,ecognition.
device.

, A
N

Another.mgdor alternative should be mentioned at this
point. -It is.based on the capabilities of alternative ..(2-c)
above, but it inVolves the actUal preparation pf documents
.on .a:.computer-b.ased.. medium begin with... Thus the
YeoriOn4.1".sOurce,document wbuld not have'.to he optically
recognizable (as 'required- -'.by both. (l-d) and (2-b) above)._
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it would alrelldy he in uomputer-intoinn1 ri-p1(',ntm )on
opposed' to paper-copy form. IL, thetefore,.could obviate
alternative "(1-b) above, although it could he coupled with
computer-output microfilm (see Section 3.1.4)' and, hencr!,
recain any benefits of the latter.

The following several sectdons are dedicated to the
computer-oriented alternatives suggested above. They should
confirm our position that we do not simplistically recommend
that all typev of data .input are to be "computerjzed.V
Instead, we must conVinue to relate to the combinations 'of.,
characteristics (summarized in Tabld'1) of data tyve (D1,
02, D3), data volume (V1, V2, V3) and data purpose (P1, P2,
P3) and to consider thiir prospective performance criteria
(El, E2, E3) . It may ajppear to be too costly (El) to
directly input to the computer.an alphanumeric data item
(DI) which is of high volume (V1) and even of relatively fow-
volume (V2). But, if it is realized by management that not
only.the purpose of pure document reproduction (P1) hut also .
other purposes (P2, pa) could be served thereby, leading to
some significant, advantageous performance indicatbrs'(in 1E2,

i and E3) , perhaps the investment in such technology can be
justified after all.

3.1.3.2 Direct Data Entry

The possibilities of directly entering data (of volume
V2) igto the ERIC system have already been addrssed by an
ERIC-associated staff group and described in a final report
[DET-1) . ERIC is to be commended for having undertaken such
a project, although, .the study was unfortunately
unrealistically -short and encountered various'problems with
,equipment installation, communication line errors, and
personnel training and motivation. Consequently, although
it constituted an experimental comparison of alternative
tech'hological, modes of data entry to ERIC, the statistical
validity of the collected and analyzed data must. be
seriously questioned (as is'in fact done by the'authors of
the report). Nevertheless some useful indications,
recommendations and conclusions can be gained from the

-reported work, as lofig as they are viewed in their proper
perspective. As will 'be 'observed in the following three
sections,.references will be made to those results.

,Due to their apparent Importance to ERIC [DET-1] as

well as to other noteworthy organizations, such as the U.SN
Congress [DET-2), the'curient and prospectiye technological
alternatives for entering data into a computer are discussed
below in the following order:

1. Optical character recognition_
0

2. On-line terminals



3. Word processing equipmnt

Our teasoning behind tills 1)7rticular ordering of the topic
should become appatent. in Lhe LhLee secLions to Lollow.
Comparisons In terms of our defined data input
characteristics and criteria are ma.le In Section 3.1.5.

3.1..3.3 Optical Character Recognition

OCR specialists cite .interesting figures on reading
performance by OCR_Aequ,ipment Typical ocr, character
acceptance rates for single-font (machine prinl,ed)
characters are expected to be'99% to 99.99% [OCR-11. That
same ource quotes the expected acceptance rate of 97% to
99.5% for OCR direct reading of multlfont (machine printed)
chara ters from source documents generated by up to 10,000
different tyPewriters with up to 40 . different fonts
involved; the rate is between 98% and 99.5% ,for reading
numeric handprinted characters meeting industry and
manufacturer standards. Uowever, certain albeit "remarkably
few constraints" Still. apply when it comes to reco9.nizimq
hanqprinting [OCR-2], although it is safe to Aay that the
OCR k. technology will 6ontinue to be improved to minimize
restrictions.

Y6t, it would ,srappear that current OCR data entry
systems Skill leave something to be desired, especially from
the standpoint of ERIC requirements. The previously cited
data entry study [DET-1] listed several disadvantages of OCR
including, difficulties ir making corrections and rigid
requirements for Character densitv and alignment'to Prevent
misreads.

However, advancement in the state7of-the-art of OCR
techno ogy ,can surely overcome such problems and re6c9er OCR
muc re flexible and forgiving_ What is really of greater
si icance to ERIC Is, firstly, the fact that OCR is a
very specialized piece of equipment which must be maintained4
by eaekx clearinghouse but which, for the most'part,
usable,for only one pariicular operation [DET-1). As IT
true for OCR in specialized tranSactiOns processing (in the
banking, credit card, retailing, airlines, etc., industries)
and for OCR -ermlnal systems (e.g., with point -of2sale OCR
scanners and able-top remote OCR readers), well-structured
data entry applications can be quite suitably handJed by
OCR. .But he equipment, can normally not be used for
anything else.

Secondly, in the currently existing processing in ERIC
oU 'the 'textual(surrogate) data.for input via OCR, the fact.

is_that human- operator typing is required anyhow.
'Whether we -are-ii:eliscu'ssing only the relt,ively low-volume
(V2) surrogates. 01-the _high-volume (Vl) full text docuhts,
if.jmicrofilm techno:logy has diffi.culties with legibiliity of
the fugitive, poor-quality prin'ting, one czin easily see that



accurate optical tecoynition of such printed characters
would also he tloublesome. Hence, unless the prenarat ion or
source documents can he somehm,, :,tandaidi2e(1 u contl,)111,
ERIC cannot expect to rely on what would he a desirable
alternative (OCR-31: the use of OCR on 'the source
documents/abstracts directly (as outlined in Section

The labor-intensive keying of data must continue
unless they aLe alLeady optically LQadabie .

If such keyin6 Is indeed required, it makes good sense
to recognize tile flexibility and richness' in terms of data
manipulation capabilities to be_gained by directly keying

, those same data into computer-internal r$presentation,
either by means of on-line terminals or via some word
processing system configuration. TOese options are
discussed.in the hext two sections respectively.. As wil) he
seen, OCR will, thereby, not necessarily he replaced.
Instead it can be acknowledged as one pOssiMly useful hut
still specialized and restricted component in the context of
a word processing system fOCR-51.

3.1.3.4 On-Line Terminals

ComputeC terminals -15inge from the very "dumb" to the
quite "intelligent" types. They qpn also be distinguished
in a number of other ways: serving 'Interactive vs: batch
work, using asynchronous vs. synchron(ous communication, and
bein,j off-line vs. on-line. These distinctions are of
course interrelated. They will be clarified in Section

4

Many pages could be ,devoted 'to this topic alone.;

numerous references could be given, includingsurveys of
available terminals [e.g., OLT-4,2,3). But since our focus
here is on direct data entry alternatives for ERIC, we only
want to recognize that textual data can be keyed. In using
some pimple typewriter-like terminal or a keyboard with an
alphanumeric CRT and then be transmitted asynchronausly to a
computer: Thus, just as is true for OCR-keying of the-same
data, a human operator is required, meaning labor costs.
However, that operator now has the considerable advantages
of.using the computer software._(e.g., text editor) to aid in
the data input process. Although this alternative was not
recommended as a result of the previously mentioned ERIC
study (DET-1], we , feel that the communications problems
experi-enced can be overcome and the cost-effectiveness of '

on-line entry of document surrogates is dependent on what
else can be accomplished with the terminal equipment.

Rather than be,ing a very specialized, one-operation
15iece of equipment (analogous to the possible criticism of
OCR devices), a terminal can be ,cOnsiderably enhanced and
rendered more or less "intelligent"- through the use'of
microprocessors (OLT-41 and a great assortment of storage,
input/output, communications and other flacilities fOLT-51.
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Realizing that the smarter the terminal is, the costlier it
tends to be,, an Important question to answer deals with
other FRIC functions to he servefl and advantages tO hc.s

ge4ned from such equipment (besides the purie entry (with
comparatively low error rates) . Au is ,seen in the data
output section and later thTough the ERIC networking
considerations in this report, such justifying factors are
available.

In the meantime, the spectrum of possible terminal
configurations which, based on how much "intelligence" is
incorporated, may operate in the dependent mode (connected
to a computet) and/or in the 'stand alone mode (doing some
useful work locally, independently) leads us very naturally
to consideration of what are termed "word processng
systelp."

3.1.3.5 Word Procesing Equipment

yord processing systems can be viewed as .having, a
history analogous to computer-oriented terminal systems:#/
from the very simple,to the quite complex and intelligent.
The interesting . thing is that, towarps the latter
(iAtelligent) erld of the spectrum, wdrd proCessing systems
may be indistinguishable from inteIfiigent computer
terminals.

The ancest* of eurrent word processing svsitems (WPE-1}
can be sketched on the basis of.office-orieneed equipment
starting with the lowly mecharqcal typewriter introduced
early this century. They then ed .to automatic:

k typewriters ire.the 1930.'s), addition of unciled paper' tape
(in the 19 O's), 'and then, in'.conjunction with the rise of
computers, td the tape cartridge typing system (of

, the mid
1960's) which really got the current .word processing' 4
started. That was succeeded (around 1970) by the magnetic
card typewriters and use of miagnetic tape cassettes for
storage of data. The 19704ethen hrough. a numper of
'additional, technological enhancements to bear on word e

' processing, including video display systems, multi-keyboard
systems and other data storage miedia such as diskettes and
floppy disks. el

Is *; word processing system then identical to an
inte1ligent computer-based 'terminal? It can be. Three
diffeterh types of word processors'are usually distingui.sfhed
IWPE-2,3):

.1. Stand-alone.s stem: Normally tcludes a typewriter
Or a keyboard w th CPT, comtn with-edit and
Control_ lagic, some internal memo and some,
peripheral" magnetic storage device(s such as
cassette, 'cartridge or diskette. In add tion, some
mOre -.logic,.- arithmetic capabilitie's f lowed by
software programmability can rener it be a

40
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computer in its own right. Then, with
communications interfacing provided, Lilo WOM
processing computer can al!_-m communicatrN with nthpy

similaL systeml,i.

2. Shared-loQic 'Processor: This is similar to a

T.Trared or key-to-disk computer system. The
logic, storage capacity and periiphetal'devices of a
central 'computer are alared among a _number of
keyboard,editing stations.. A minicomputer might
support a dozen or more such .:tations. Any,of the
variety of othAer computer-con ed peripWerals
(including, OCR _hpuL) mav then,become available.

, This shared-logic approach -Ican he especially
cost-effectiVe in meeti6g high- volume t.extual
_input andj editing r%juirements. The i word
processin powersand capabilities shlrable amOng a
number of stations ,may not -be aff rdab?,p if a

single user (or stafd-a2one system) 7 involved.

fl

3. Timesghared service: Th.is 'refers tc5 the well-known,
timeFharing computer system which, provides wora

/processing support (perhaps as only bhie part of a

repertoire of services) and'can he accessed from
various tereknal sites. It furte,r confirms the
increasingly strong relatlibrishio between

.

office-oriented, computer-based word, processors ana,
computer systemT (or 'intelligent computer
termihals) supportlng word prOcessing.,,

NumeroOS vendors spe9ializing in one- or more of the
above-defined syStems/services can be identified .and
compared [1PE-2]. Good sources are available to guide
management in the selection and evaluation of word
processIng alternatives [WPE-4,throbgh 7].

With regard to ERIC, a number of advantages of using
word processing syste*Ms (which might even include selecte
OCR input) have already been pointed out by the authors o
the data entry study [DET-f]. Other advantages can b
indicated, particularly when placed intq the prospective
ERIC networking environment. It must be recognized,
however, that there may be important'implications rcsulting
from selecting a limited-capability "word procersor" as
opposed to a true mini- or micro-computt basecl system which
suppor,ts word processing. A,s is discussed in Section 4,
subject to ERIC plans and aspirat,ions for the future coupled
with realistic ' determinations or prolections -of

clearinghouse processing volumes and requ'irements, the
computer-based approach should be serious2y consiaered.
That is also part of one of the major alternatives for EPIC
-suggested,in Section 5.

3.1.3.6 High or Lou; Volume'
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Inherent in our discussions of microfilming and

computer-based means for Inputting data into ERIC has boon
an implied but very real "data volume q;Ap." Thr Lechnology
for microfilMing has larlely been used anfl justified as
suitable for high-volume full-text iriput (V1)i the various
computer-oriented means, including OCR, on-Jine terminals
and word poocessing systems, have actually been primarily
employed for low-,volume input (V2) . The distinction in FRIC
is of course between full-text documents their
surrogates (or resumes)

Cancomputer-based word processors (which miagnh:

4111

an OCR capability) accommodate input of the full-text,
fugitive documents of interest to ERIC? .Under present
circumstances, no. Furthermore, it i8 unlikely that ERTC
will.or should altogether replace microfliche until or unless
a number of difficulties are solved or advancements are
made, including':

1. Standardization pr better control over documen,t
input, resulting in more (reliable (perhaps direct)
use of OCR or possibly even leading to

encouragement/requirement of direct document iniftut
to a computer-based medium hy the authoringlagency.

2. Developmelirof ERIC interests in doing more with-
the contnts of full-text reports and other items
than .only storing and reproducing .them. One
example would be the extraction and qdaptation
(editing, formatting, etc.) of selectat report
seqments for local use (e.g., by a teacher)..

3. Further advancement and maturIng ot the technology
for ,proyiding .cost-effective peripheral mass
storage facilities, preferably searchable in-

nature.

Because cf the obvious requirement of supporting
large-volume data input wittl some alternative mass storag'
facilities, several selected technologies are briefly
described in the next section.

3.1.3.7 Selected Storage Technologies

The computer-associated peripheral memory systems that,
ari' _most prominent and best understood are the magnetic
diskS'and drums and tapes. Quite a lot of data can of
codYse he stored on magnetic tape,'and man*y current systems
including ERIC are .doing exactly that. But their
sequential, slow-accesi and.relatively bulky nature does not
r.eally make them very attractive. Still they,ftre.heing used
economically for -such t\hings as surrogate data storage and
disseminationAby. mail).
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Ordinary fixed- Of moving head disk is fatei, NO/0

(-xpennive and also awkward (esprcially.fot mailing). It

takes quite a hit of disk for stmage ml 11111-tet 00(-uments
and t he use or Buch a eff I clout I y :.;ea r Hia1,1 111011 inn (-01

that purpose must be questioned unless full-text_ searching
or analysis is to be carried out. Disk-based searching of
bibliographic data bases (Including author, title, index
terms etc.) is quite reasonable and is being done by many
exksting computerized information systems (offering a great
variety of data bases including ERIC).

So what peripheral memory technologies have been or are
being developed . as possible future alternatives ito

microfiche? A. useful report which describes and compares
the variety Of such systems has recently been produce(i by
the National Drireau of Stanaards' [ORT-1). Separate reports
have alSO been wtitten .to focus e clusively on ,one.
particular type of memory', e.g., magneic buble memory
[ORT-2).

In the interest of ERIC and because of NIF refef-ences

made to these particular memories, we wish to briefly
characterize two of the most' prominent: optical (laser

beam) memory and video-disk memory. A third tyke, namely
holographic memory fORT-5) giving 3-D effects, , is an

"optical relative" appearing to be too expenSive 'Etnd
impractical to warrant ERIC attention at this time.

The optical laser beam addressable memory is ifiewed as

a potential alternative to conventional magnetic memory.
The data are stored in track-oriented format on metalized
film stripp [ORT-l). There-are 13,000 user tracks, per strip
and 15,385 eight-bit bytes per track, giving' a total

formatted capaCity ,(not including overhead) of 1.6 bitllion
bits. A present lase'r memory system (compared with a

moving-head disk system) has a capacity of 1 terabit (vs.
2500 megabits) with a tjansfer rate of .3.2 megabits (vs. 10

megabits)per sec. Average access time is less than 20
second (vs. 35 milliseconds for disk). The cost is- listed
at 30 microcent/bit (vs. l'millicent/bit of disk). While
the laser memory is of much greater capacity, likely to

increase to''' as much as 1000 terabits for future library
purposes, and while it is cheaper (projected tp go down to

10 microcents for, a 2 terabit memory and as low as 1
microcent for a 1000 terabits), it is considerably slower.
The averag4 access time may perhaps go down to 10 seconds or
so. Although it displ_ays a number,of advantages (in terms
pf compactness, Tiodularity, reliab4lity, etc.), it must be
viewed 'as a storages alternative primarily suited for
maintaining (or archiving) data rather than
dynamically/interactively manipulating and searching them.

S.
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Perhaps the main disadvantaqc.'of optical lasel m(,mmv

is that it lo still in its infancy. While ERIC shoul(1

acknowledge its potential ifuttite at_t_ractIvenr?flo, current

ielinnee on or 'plannkrer for its availnhility not

suggested. Commercial successes have not heen numelous and

whether or not it Is economically competitive with presontly
Vexisting mass memories remains quostionahle.

CC

Similar- statements can he made about the immaturity of

videodisk systems, although they may alrfady have gained
more attention MT-3]. except for some coMmercial optical
video- disk (television) playback systems, such memories
(for qomputer mass storage purposes) are not yet avallahle.

However, their projected 'characteristics are of interest. N
Information is stored in various forms (analog and digital)
on a disk which is similar to a phonograph record. Most

such disks.then use optica;1_ means-fOr Writing_ and reading
the data. Advanced _laser or electron-beam techniques are
used to pack the data. For a prop6sed commercial system
with- anal6q C format, a one-micrometer, variable-length pit
(or oblong hole)is used to represent the data fORT-1]. Op

to six,bitg can/be Stored in each'pit. There are 32 sectors
per disk and'14496 bits represented-in each sector. Thus, .

with 40,0.00 spiral (MTacks per side of .disk, the total
unformatted capacity could be 10 .

bits. In

projecting to a future 1 terabit videodisk memory, it should
be 10 to 20 times faster 'in transfer rate than the

pieviously described 1 terabit optical laser beam memory,
its average access time should be much Jaster (5'0-100

mtlliseconds), and :ks cos* should be inuch lower (about 20
microcents/bit). Note that.; given the estimates used in

s'ection 3.1.1.2 on the size and number of reports input to
-'the ERIC system:per mon*hi. a 1 terabit memOry (1000 billion

bits) ,courd contain roughly 200 months'- worth'of full-text
data.

Videodisk systems are being Ansidered as gartiCularly .

suitable for use in future computer-controlled information,
storage.and retrkeval systems, especially for mass stoxage

purposes. For the latter, .theY".do appear to hold more
promise,than the competitive market of magnetic disk and

mass tape. However, videodisk is All-read-only'technology ,
while disk aria tape, are erasable. Again, it. is considered
to be premAture 'for ERIC to plan for,thjdefihite use Of
videodisk, a1thou4h the advantages and prospects should be

récognized and kept in mind

.A better approach is to attend to a more effective
blending and integrative structuring of,currently.available
.eomputer-baSed ahd Ricrographic technologies, as :indicated
in' the next sectionAand as further pursued later on in this

report. Among the desirable consequences should ,be the

prepac3tion Or and\ facilitatIon of future repladgment of

'any-teChnologitally out,dated component of a hybrid FRIC
system. \ lito)



3.1. 4 Compu ter -M tern 1 1 1m-ComposT t

In h) ovolcmm, (11(' !If)liwtimo!; "1-11H.111hIcni''"

separation of high-volume and low-volume ,data input

technologies, it makes good sc,.nso to considpr the

complementing or combining gf microftlm and computer

Lec)tnologies into effectively coupled sysLems. These couJel

bring them into a mutually beneficial, 'clocier harmony with

r suiting potential for technological cross-fertilization.
The possibilities to be mentioned still adhere to the input

side of ERIC, consistent with the title of this chapter,

although a 'second input" step or iteration may seem to he

involved.

e

Firstly, the use of computer-output microfilm (COM) has

gained Increasing popularity. The data '(characters) which
have,already been entered somehow -into intern61 computer

N.
representation are displayed by some technological. means
(e.g., CRT) for purposes of direct microfilming. The

wocries of poor-quality source items are thereby 61 course
elitinated. Also, the data, which must &lready have been

input to the system, -can be *suitably manipulated or

processed before being stored on film. That is a

considerable advantage. )Subsequently, -you have the same
data sorage medium to deal with which was described in

Section 3.1:2. COM should, hoWever, produce uniforbily

high-quality results.

The literature includes some interesting descriptions
of COM and its advantages. Examples are a comparison of COM .

and CRT with regard to "rel=time" services [CMC-11, how COM
promotes.furthpr archival gpplications [e.9., CMC-21 as well

as"possible throwaway non-archival uses (e.g., CMC-31.

Appropriate standards already exist [CMC-4] .

With regard t.10 ERIC, we are happy to report that a

limited use at COM, fOr getting computerized surrogate
resumes from the ERIC Facility directly microfilmed at EDRS,
has recently been initiated. This use can be 'eApanded and
enhanced if adequately powerful computer-based, word
processing systems (discussed in Section 3.1.3.5) are deemed

to be in the future for the ERIC Facility- and the.

Clearinghouses.

One further kinc...,Jof computef-microfilm composite
applicable to "data input is the usg,of S. high-resolution
flying spot scanner [e.g., CMC-5J n order to read
alphanumeric data from microfilm directly into the computer:
Use of this approach is as yet far from widespread and

reliability needs to be improved. Clearly, this presupposes
.once again that the source documents which had to be

microfilmed were of adequate quality to enable reliable
reading and character identificatron. Nevertheless, for a

system. as heavily, dependent -on-micrOfilm as is ERIC, the

direct inpilt from selected mlcrofiche to (a/ computer is
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worthy of futti? 'consideration. IL could close tho loop
betweencomputers and microfilm and allow the latter to he

viewed as a form of computer-compatible storage.

3.1.5 Text-Oriented Input Alternatives

As was promised at the beginning of this "Data Input

and Representation" section, when pertinent characteristics
and criteria were defined, a tabulated comparison of the

major technological ...data input alternatives is.to be made.
Table 2 shows the results. The labelled characteristics and
criteria are consistent with those displayed in Table 1.

The first, six listed input alternatives have been

discussed in this section. A couple of others are added for
sake of completeness and are mentioned further In the .next

subsection.

Table 2 does not attempt to exhansatively Cover all

possible combinations of the" D-V-P chvacteristics and E
dtiteria outlined in Table 1. One tasondois that, in _the

interest of the currently existing ERIC system and the
-N1E-indicated 'study priorities, the moSt prevalent
alphanumeric data type (D1) with two major.associated input
volume levels (V1 fOr full text, V2 for surrogates) has been

our primary/focus of-attention.

Secondly, the indicated (row-wise) profi]es of

perforMance for selected D-V-P combinations are necessarily
only .general guidelines and should be interpreted
accordingly. In fact, to substantiate the suggested ratings
the teader should not only peruse' pertinept..stctions of thrs,

report but also some of the tited.literature. In addition,
because this study did not involve experimental collection
and analySis of 'data, the fUture sponsorship of carefully
planned formal comparisons of selected alternatives for

pos.sible application to ERIC is,4pncouraged.
,

To aid in reading Table 2, several eXamples are cited.
The -first, profile (or row) for ERIC use of microfilm says:,
Both'high-, and low,volume .t.extual and -numeric data (and

partially also graphit and diagrammatic 'information) can'be

handled efficiently 'for purposes of storage and

'reproduction, except that the results may.vary from good to
.i:,[pdor depending on quality of data input. NOtite hat the E3

(User s'atisfaction) criterion is not applicable as yet until
'Oe look St the media ip terms of output or .presentation to

, .

users (in 'Section. 3.2). The second profkle for Microfilm,
on!Lthe other hand, states that all, types of visual data
canot .currently .be'serviced by microfilm for p-ur6oses of
data searching, analySis or transformation.' This, situation,
coOld change of course Af the typographic quality (and hence
microfilmjmage.quality)-ofpinput documents %./.pre such to

enable automatic .:,reading 'from .microfiche to computerized
(see-Sectiore'3.1..4).

. .
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OCR can he used efficiently (especially ror low volume
input) and effectively on textual and numeric types of- data
and combinations thereof, hut its performancr can become
much less effective unless the input is clenily recognizable
(i.e., fugitive documents/slirrogates in ERIC cannot be

expected to be read directly). Because OCR enables the
actual identification and subsequent internal storage of
alphanumerics, it can serve to support all thrpe _-_ypes of
purpose. This As also true for simple on-line term/halo and
word processing systems. However, in'those cases, due to
various computer facilities being accessed and/or
incorporated in the local system, the efficiency factor (in
cost and human labor) tirnds to go down while,,the quality of

the resurts goes up. gs stated before, to really appreciate
what mini- or micro-computer based systems can accomplish
for ERIC, one must look beyond the simple ratings of'Table 2
and consider them in _the full context of potential
improvements of ERIC on the whole.

,

Tabulations of the kind displayed in Table 2. can
obviously not portray all the factors, issues and arguments
which go into .deciding that one technology is perhaps beter
than another. ("Therefore, the reader is encouraged to view
such tables in ehis report as only generaVy highlighting
selected, investigative results. More'imObrtantly, in our
opinio,, ;is their usefulness in providing guidelin,s to

manage ent via the inhrent structure or framewOk of
factori which, although tfley could be much more detailed and
refined, -wahould be utilized towards Comprehensively
considering technology-based improvements of ERIC.

, 3.1.6 Noa-1(extual Altirrnatives

Analogous to the range of possibilities ined (in

$ection 3.1.3.1) and subsequttntly dicussef9jmuai.data,
especially of the alphanumeric type, we racterize
available technologies with emphasis crt graphic/pictorial
data, or on audio data, or even-6n tactile data, and finally
on combinations of all types. Some of these are of course
much further developed than others. Regr tably the scope
and. length Ojf this Study precluded ou doing so. However,
in view of some ,strong inte sts expressed by
ERIC-assOciated personnel in making other types of data

auderovisual) identifiable and perhaps acually,
available 'through ERIC, such detailed characterizations and
comparisons May be desirable follow-ups to our work.

3.2 Data Output or Presentation
.71

Jpst as an informatioh system must ,fave facilities for

inOutting or 40taresvting data internally, itriust be able
to output the results: of data reproduction, dianipulation
analYsis, transformation or searcliing for su. ble

'Ipresentation to the intenNed -users.. The var us

- technological ,alternatives already .described, in terms of

48
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input capabilities .must now lead to and be scrutinized From

the standpoint of interfacing Of interaction with poople.

3.2.1 Outpu( Characrefiticn and Criteria

Once the data have been input ou copied into a

particular storage medium, and after perhaps being vaLiously
processed therein depending on the power and capabilities of
the system involved, we must ask how the available

technology can serve to get user-desired data (or

information) out of the system in a form or on 6 medium that

is amenable to satisfactory human use. Analogous to what we
did for input data, we must therefore define data output
again with regard t6 distinguishing characteristics and

appropriate criteria for general assessment of,performance.

3.2.1.1 Data Types

Since visual as well as possibly audio and even tactile
data (and combinations thereof) are of interest to people on
system input, it stands to reason that the same types of

data are to be output. The data themselves may have been
repackaged or modified, but their'typalogy remains the same

Without full repetition, we can therefore again use the
definitions (of Dl, D2, D3, and D4) made in Section 1%1.1.1
and outlined in Table 1.

3.2.1.2 Output Quantities
e

The volume levels of data output should however be

treated somewhat differently than those on input. If we pre
interested in user-oriented technology application to ERIC

and similar systems, we 7mst design to meet the data volume

levels which are likely to be wanted or which . can be

assimilated by the data users, ThiS means that even if the
full text of a report had been input to the system, the user

may only wish to see one line, one paragraph, one.page, the

bibliographic citation, or some data unit resulting from a

search, an analysis or- a transformation of the text.

Finally, the user may actually want to see and read the

whole document. .

Given this kind o,f quantitative view of what ERIC users
might want to get our of the system, where ou47 emphasjs is

again on visual data, the following categorizatidn is

reasonable: .

Ql. Single- or Multi-Line Quantity (up to a ,

Paragraph) ,

02. Single.- or Multi-Paragraph Quantity (uP
to a Page)

03. Single-Page Quantity (in'cluding Graphs,
Diagrams)
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Multi -Pacje QuantlLy (up to and includlny Full
Text)"

3.2.1.3 User Purposes

On the input side, we asked about the purpoles of the

data once they had been read into some technological storage
medium, possibly In cOnjunction with some data processing
capabilities. Those purposes were obviously 'defined in
anticipation of what the users might want to do with the

data on the output side. Notice that the user purpose'can
be separated out from the user- desired output quantity
(previous section) although those two characteristics may be
very much related.-'

Starting in the 1960's and moving through the 1970's,
gradually but significantly increasing attention has been
paid by information and computer scientists to user needs
and preferences in relation to information systems. The
pertinent literature is too large to be adequately treated
here. Some user-oriented evaluation studies are included in
the EVA category of the bibliography,.. Other samples are

listed in the USI. category, representative of user-oridn-ted
work conducted under the sponsorship of ASIS (e.g., USI:-1

and 2)1, ACM (e.g., USI-3). and NBS (e.g., USI-4 a9d 5).
These igtudies primarily focussed on user interaction with
computer-based information systems. But user-oriented
concerns about interfacing with othef technologles are also
evident in the literature (see MPF category).

So what kinds of purposes may users jlave in mind in

at,tempting to take advantage of an information system like
ERIC? Towards the end of characterizing the technological
alternatives ,in this report, 'they can be categor-ized as
follows (without implying any judgement on the 'relative
merits) :

Ul., Obtaining Verbtim Copy of Data Unit

(1) Entire Unit,(full text surrogate, graph)

(2) SuUset or Extract of Unit

U2. Obtaining- Selected Search/Analysis Results

U3. Obtaining Transformed/Modified Image of (Sub)Unit

.U4..Getting a Cursory View pf Data (Browsing)

must,be noted that we ar'e. not making distinctions
here between end and' intermediary -users (or information
spec,ialistO, between regblar and occasional usersbetween
experienced and novice users, and with regard to other
possible tlxonomies In detailed., system 'design, such
distinction6 should be'taken into account. For purposes,i6f
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Table 3. Characteristico innd Critelia for Invc,I;(1g,Iting

Data Output Technology

DATA OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS:

Visual Data

Textual or Alphanumeric

Full Text

Surrogate

Statistical or Numeric

Graphic, Diagrammatic, Pictorial

Combination of above

Audio Data

Tactile Data

Combinations of above

Output Quantity

Single- or Multi-Line (up to Paragraph) 01

Single- or Multi-Paragraph (up to Page) Q2

Single Page (pr Graph, Diagram, Picture)' 03

Multi-Page (up to/including Full Texe) 04.

User Purpose

Obtaining Verbatim Copy of Data Unit' "Ul

Entire Unit (Full Text, Surrogate, Graph) U1(1)

Subset or Extract of Unit U1(2)

Obtaining Selected Search/Analysis Results U2

Obtaining Transformed/Modified (Sub)Unit U3

Getting Cursory View of Data (Browsing) U4

OUTPUT PERFORMANCE CRITERIA /

Efficiency

Label

Di. (1) /

Dl (1fr(a)
Di (1) (b)

D1(2)

D1(3)

D1(4)

D2

D3

D4

-- I/0 Ptocessing Rate

110 Processing Cost

Effectiveneds

Quality of Output (w.r.t. Purpose)

Synergism

User Satisfaction
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thi.s study, howevet, all of the above can be considerod af;

applicable to all types or direct users, alt_hough to
differing extent!:3,

3.2,1.4 Performance Criteria

To assess prospective performance levTls for varionn_
technological output alternatives, it ks again possihle for
us to use the same criteria employed on the input side.
These were defined to be efficiency (El), effectiveness (E2)
and synergism (E3) criteria, as discussed in Section 3.1.1.4
and outlined in Table 1.

Although n'thorough, formal system evaluation would
require treatment of a number of additional questions
pertaining- to each of the three general criteria, our study
scope limits us to the selected few. Also, a marked change
of emphasis, from data input to data output, should be
noted: While synergism (E3) was practically ignored on the
input side (see right-most column of -Table 2), it should
become very prominent 'in user-oriented consideration of
output technology.

3.2.1.5 Framework of Factors

With much more brevity, we can now summarize the
characteristics and criteria to be referenced in the
following discussions of technological alternatives for
proViding user-oriented' otitput from ERIC and simijar
systems This is analogous to what was done in Sectiel
3.1.1.5. Table 3 should be self-explanatory.

3.2.2 Microfilm and FiChe

ERIC does not only use micrographics for purposes of
"archiA)-al" storage, which may connote to the uninformed
person a re,Aatively nonuser-oriented, dusty-shelf storage of
information for historical interest. In fact, the interest
is in both current awareness and retroactive ,uses of
high-quality, clean microfiche y the many people in the
educatiorial community. So what are the types of uses of
microfilm, and what do users seem to think about it as an
output medium?

3.2.2.1 Dependence on Input

Unlike information systems in which the data, upon
input, can be flexibly modified and eVen corrected or
improved, the very nature of microfilm is that the .qua.lity
of the output is directly and intimately dependent on the

, quality of:the input (document and/or filming process)._ It
should . be', 'pointed out that some selective
modification/correction of Joicrofidhe contents is
technologically ,possible but `pnlikely to; be 'useful for-
Overcoming the general problemsiiith fugitcve documents in

o",
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the ERIC system.

3,2-2,2 Range of Uses

Once a microfilm image of, some input data has been

produced, regardless of whether the microfiche is brand new
or selected from previous storage, what are users able to do
with it? We can relate this guestiQn to the user purposes
identified in Table 3 as follows:

1. The user can read the entire contents or a se'rected
part of the microfiche (U1).

2. The user can simply browse through all or part of

it (U4).

3. The uEfer can get a paper copy of all or some of the
pages on the fiche (again Ul).

4_ The user can have the microfilm itself reproduced '

interpretedunder purpose--u1).

In addition, when n single microfiche ld

viewed as part of a Physical collection of
microfiChe (not an indexed, computerized surrogate
file),

5. The user may be able to access a physical ordered
and/or cOntrolled microfiche collection based on a
limited search capability tb identify
specifically numbered) fiche (under U2).

07The searchls "limited in that -detailed' character-. or
word-orien d tfialyses (U2) as well as data transformations
(U3) are not possible using* microfiche (uhless . and until
input documents and image quality enable direct re:6444a of
t.he textual data from microfiche to computer storage).

The next several subsections discusS* the

above-indicated uses of mlcrofiche in more depth. Some of
the ERIC-related problems.with technological ou-tput devices
and-some ERIC staff opinions about them are thereby shared.

3.2.2.3 Reading and Browsing

The reading or browsing through a visual information'
medium can be an intensely important ahd exciting human
activity. .This should be supported and enhanced with -user-
oriented - te6nology including, in the ERIC case, properly
formatted micrpfiChe (or.other kinds of microforms) with
pages arranged for naturaland convenient user operation.
But we shall Oot dwell on, such fine-tuning here. Our

priority concern with, microfilm-based output is reader ,

quality in general.
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Even Jf EDRS has the most heauttful, ,W_mte-of-Lhe-arl
microfilming technodogy installed and proper)y utilizeq, and
assuming that an input document is of high typoglaphic

users will not he s,Itisfactoi ity :t.tve(1 ihe

microfilm reading devices svailable'in information centers
or user organizatiori are of inadequate quality. Secondly,
if those devices should be good enough but the users are
untrained, uninformed or even unwilling to use them
effectively, microfiche reading ;and btowsing can also be a

frustrating, disillugioning experience. And who tends to
get blamed? Central ERIC, or EDRS, or microfilm technology
in general.

Again, as has been stated before, the technology is ot

surely can be good enough. In sptte of the_ good intentions
of those advocating inexpensive microfilm readers, use of

ter quality (and probably more costly) readers should he
couraged and promoted- We know both how to design and
velop better readers as well as how to evaluate and select

them [MFF-20 and 21] . Several persons associated with ERIC
have told us- The problem ig that the educational (and

d.rs

associated scholarly) communities are relaLive paupes,
compared with other segments of society. Hence, the
equipment manufacturers find them comparatively unattractive
(financially) as a market. sThiA combination of factors
contributes to the avpilability and excessive use of
"cheapy" readers which tend to counteract sincere efforts
made by ERIC on other parts of the system.

Secondly, the users must of course not only be
motivated to use ERIC microfiche but also be trained in its
use. Some people told us thethat
."hold-the-fiche-before-the-window" syndrome still exists,
very unfortunately. .While that may'sound exeggeraXed, it is
true that, especially for those LA the education community
who may not be technology-oriented or who even have an
aversion to it, lack of training in the use of microfiche
readers (compounded by inexpensive, low-quality readers)
will certainly not advance the objectives of ERIC or enhance
its reputation.

' An ironic byproduct of th above is that many us4ors,

_who are actually cOnditioned, eo very poor microfilm readers
and reading' habits, don''t :know that things could bre

significantly better., They may, therefore, be
inappropriately counted_as socalled satisfied users or,
alternatively, be "turned off" to microfiche use after a
succession of unhappy experiences.

1.2.2.4 Paper Copi Productton

ERIC users who warq to get a paper copy of a report
produced ,from microfiche can do so hy e4ther ordering it
-from EDRS or by employing miscellaneous local. equipment
(e.g:-,-microfiche 'reader/printers) if available. TheJatter

)
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alternative is generally not very satisfactory, largely for
reasbns similar to above-mentioned low-quality equipment Cor
reading_ But. it is consMered hottor thmn nothing whon a

selected paper copy is needed.

The former alternative (ordering from ELMS) is likely
to Cake more time but will normally produce better results.
The various problems with microfiche production, already
discussed in conjunction with data Input (Section 3.1.2),
naturally come into play. They will not be rekeated here.
It should be noted, however, that we found general
satisfaCtion expressed on our ERIC-assOciated site visits as
far as paper copy service from EDRS is concerned. This is
pdrticularly true for pore recently entered documents and in
spite of the fact that in a high-volume production shop
individualized attention to problem pages is difficult to
acktrve. Those cases which involve complaints and/or
relipsts for better copy generally seem to be handled
responsively by EDRS.

The above is not o suggest that paper copy production
_from "microfilm res lts in unifdrmly good results.
Poor-quality fugitive .ocuments remain a tact of life In the
current system. ' The Reproducibility Guidelines
discussed in Section 3.1.2.8 are necessary, alth'ough some
people feel they are too restrictive. In.addition, what may
be worst as far as present paper copy users are concerned is
the uncertainty as to why a copy is almost illegible or
inexplicably tiny in )?rint. Explicit, individualized
identification of the source of such problems (which EDRS
now records in a daily diary) would go a long way ,towards
alleviating user complaints. Current, , more general
disclaimers [see MFFL12] seen by users are interpreted by
some peopler-nrroutine cover-ups.

3.2.2.5.Duplication of Fi.che

Users of microfiche may also want, to have duplicates of
microfiche made,-4, for very selective purposes' or for
developi:ng separate subcollections of fiche. The main
technoldgy-related problem associated with such duplication
involves,the further deterioration of image quality in going
from one microfiche generation to another. This 'is

substantially dependent on what kind of film master is used.
Silver is better than vesicular for duplication purposes.
EDRS uses silver [MFF-10], but only a small aet of
subscribing customers order and receive silver microfiche.
All others get the vesicular. The latter may be quit9
adequatej especially if the veSicular is not ,useO for
fuqher microfiche duplication [MFF-12]. Silver may or may
not be Ithe 'right choice for customers, depending upon how
carefully and for tghat purpose they us-e.it. To copy (i.e.,
_duplicate) microfiche it may be desirable. However, for
that case th0 diazo alternative might also be considered.



In any case, the users shoul(1 he p.roperlv informed and
then have the choice (assuming they are wiliing to nay for
it). The f:;en!--iitivity of certain user.q to wa!-;

evidenced in a false alaim editoliai notice IMFF-221 which
claimed that ERIC was henceforth only going- to provide
vesicular masters. In view of previously indicated problems
with duplicating from vesicular, the writer projected the
highly regrettable expectation of having to "make dl wk0
diazo duplicates nade from earlier generation vesicular
masters" when the last one that had been supplied "had about
as much wntrast as a grey cat on a foggy night." That's a

rather strong quote and hopefully was overstated (and led to
a satisfactory resolution). But, uptm checking on the claim
about loss of the ,silver option, we were assured by ERIC
that it is absolutely false (seellso MFF-121.

3.2.2.6 Searching a Fiche'--Collection

Most microfiche coll4Ctions are stdre and- searched
manually. But, by means of various types of color codings,
compact shelvings, tub files and other special
physical/logical arrangements, ,; more semi-automatic
mechanical and electronic filing syStems are being
implemented. Such aids (e.g., with selectively lighted,
subject categorized boxes) can also be used for semi-manual
compilation and distribution of microfiche based on standing
user profiles of interest.

As microforms become more closely coupled with
computerized information sysems, chances are that their
search will become increasingly computer-controlled and
consequently more automated. This prospect will he
reiterated later (in Section 3.2.4).

3.2.2.7 Future Prospects

The one prospect just mentioned above, namely greater
automation Of microfiche collections , is very likely 'to
influence and also enhance the micrographic-based,
user-oriented output of thelfuture. This is consistent with
what w stated about future micrographic storage in Section

,.. 3.1.2.1 . Color fiche is lalready available and is niceito
have from the user's standpdint While it is likely to
become more prominent, it will'probably remain unnecessary

. \
for ERIC, until or unless ERIC inputs more special
graphic/pictorial. data in color. In addition, it is likely
that a grepter variety of microforms (inpuding ultrafiche)
will be designed and employed, both in the interests of
c mputer-associated efficiency and
'44

of user-oriented
e ectiveness and synergism. /

3.2.3 Computer-Based Means

5,6
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The computer-hased alternatives (to miv'roliche) which
A

may he ava i hla t o FRI 1):;(-1- f-; I or get t i net n tni ma on (In

of_ ERIC, wheLhei directly or thiouyh :Jome int_elmcdtaiy
information specialists, require a hrief look at the typical
distinctions made. These depend heavily on the output
characteristics previously defined and-listed in Table 1_

3.2.3.1 On-Line vs. Off-Line

The erm "on-line" is usually employed to rerer to an'

interactive, quick-response connection between a user and a
computer and also between a computer terminal (perhaps
"intelligent") and a computer. The object computr)r in
question is normally being thought of as timeshared or

multiprogrammed. Hence a user or local (smaller) computer
or terminal communicating with it is imposing demands which
may cause deterioration of the services expertenced by other
simultaneous users (whethe'r human or otherwise).
Nevertheless, on-line searching (e.g., of ERIC daLahNios)
has been found to be steadily gaining in popularity (EV43J.

"Off-line," on the other hand, connoCes doing your own
thing locally, using perhaps a special mini- or microbased
system, without bothering some other resource computer which
may be located at an organiationally centralized site.
That does, however/ not preclude the possibility of going
on-line when and'--if necessary', assuming the communication
facilities exists.

3.2.3.2 Interactive vs. Batch

Another distinction involves a human user working in

the, interactive, fast-response mode with a computer, as
opposed to the 'batch mode. The latter is typically
associated with a batch of punched cards (maybe consisting
of user jobs) being read en masse into a card reader, with
processing results to be output on a printer at possibly
variable (non-interactive) intervals of time. A hybrid
combination of the two mocies is also possible (e.g1
interactive request and batch output).

Notice that a user can "interact" with, a remotely
located resource computer as well as a reAlotively limited
local standalone system, such as a word processor.. The,user
may be on-line to a smaller system.while that same system
maype either off-line or on-line relative to some other
comkter it can be connected to. This will have a bearing
on our networking and distriboted processing considerations
later on.

At this point of .the report, -we are interested in

characterizing data output with regard, to usage modes,-
Hence, as far aS4output quantity is concerned (see Table 3),

users are unlikely to want.or be allowed to read much more
.(for purposes Ul, U2, and U3) than relatively_ low-volume
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output (01, 02, 03) while they are in the interactive mode.
Perhaps if they have A suitahlo ontput medium (r;oo no,x1

oection), they could (luicl,;ly hlowse thlonqh i 1(,11,101

text (Q4) . However, If thew are on-lin.e with an interactive
terminal to a multi-user 4ystem, and if they want a printed

coPY of a document, they are usually asked to request a

batch-ori;ented, 'high-speed printout. This fnrther confirms
the previously mentioned data volume gap. The next 'two

sections describe the available technological output and
storage devices used to accommodate the different volumes
for different purposes%

3_2.3_3 Hard vs. Soft CoN

interactive terminals basically come in two tybes: the
hard-copy (Or paper-copy) terminal IOLT-2) producing printed
output and th soft-copy terminal produci\ng visual (CRT

[OLT-31 or plasma [OLT-6)) display. The asynçhronously
communicating hard-copy terminals are usually like

typewriters and their printout ratejs slow. The soft-copy
variety (with associated keyboard and perhaps other special

input devices) may range from slow to rather fast output)
depending on whether it is striotly, alphanumeri or fully

graphic or something in between. The latter s of course
subject to how much Intelligence, :including synchronous.
communication capability, might be built in.

Batch terminals are hard-copy devices normally
ssociated with high,Speed printerb. Other facilitle can

be added ahd'-they 'Troy In fact,',be components of 4local

computer systems. Considerable emphasis is placed on

proOding acceptably high-speed, sydchrbnous communication
lilies.

An on-lkne searcher (with purpd$e U2) of the ERI,C data
base, aCcessing one of the commercially available systems
[e.g., USI-7] is, therefore, likely to get brief _responses
(Ql and Q2) and reasonably short lists of bibliographic
citations (Q3 and 04) printed on a hard-coa or displayed on
a soft-copy, interactive terminal. For the latter,

equipment also exists to get the, current "soft" page
(alphanurderic/graphic) reproduced 1n-46rd-copy. However,a
printout of more exterlsive length (e.g., the responsive
abstracts) should be obtained via some (hard copy) batCh
terminal. Among the print technologies, which are

particularly prominent in current word processing systems
- are the inkjet, the laser, and tilt magnetic high-speed

printers. ..

3.2.3.4 Peripheral Storage

But,what if the user does not wish to4vistYally read or

ows-e through the data right now (on either hard-copy or
s ft-copy terminal)? What if the data' are to be thpmehow

0 tained, from a remote or local source, and stored on a
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computer-compatible medium for later ,search/analysir; (112) or

transwformation (U3) dr something else?

In this context, it is reasonable to considet various
types of.peripheral storage as user-desired alternatives ,(to
above-described hard- or soft-copy) for data output Crom
informaLon systems. We are again led to inquire %about low-
and high-capacity peripheral memories, as we did in Section
3.1.3.7. But now our focus is necessarily on the relatively
low-capasity storage.

.Besides having the conventional .disk and tape, the

development of intelligent terminals and word, processing
syStems has brought with it a number of attractive
peripheral storage, devices.' These- include cassettes,
cartridges and variousaiiskettes. Of special interest Wo
prospective use Of word processing systems in the ERIC
'network is fthe availability of floppy disks.

Floppy disk is the relatively low-capacity,_ low-cost
;answer to b.look-random-access storage for small computer
systems (ORT-1). It is ',yike a large, circular piece of
magnetic tape coated,Nwith oxide mylar. Particularly
suitable applicatione,Vnclude data,- entry systems,
intelligent terminals '/ELnd remote batch terminals, as

discussed above. A typical single-density floppy disk has
an unformatted capacity of 3.2 me§abits, a tra,nsfer rate of
.25 megabits/sec., an access time of about 200 milliseconds -
and a price of 19 jriallicent Oex, bit. Ttlp flOppy is easily
filed -and acceseed but must be carefully -handled. 'It has
some'remaining Aisadvanta.ges (like magnetic tape), including
difficulties with incompatibility, or 'lack pf standardp,
among \different manufacturers. The Natio-nal Bureau ,of
Standards is taking initiatives to .address Chat problem.

3.2.3.5 Izemote vs. Local Search
,

Local accessibility'has been consistentI*.found to be

one of the most user-de'sired features in inforMation systems
[EVA-]. Among the Oonventional alternatives, the local-
library and its-volumes of RIE and CIJE and okher,hard-copy
products have been and remain locally accessible; the ,same

.can be, said about 4n in-house ERIC Microftche colleo n.'

But,many people inthe educational. community presentl plc)

not have such libraries and resources in their immediate
vicinity.

-The current design of the ERIC system, with its two

-. major technology-based alternatives to getting.information
from the ERIC data bases, has generally promoted a .local
manual c search leading to microfiche-And paper copy) and a
remqte search for bibliographic citations. Both of these
searches may actually be done by intermediaries in regional
information centers, thereby remol-Gg : the' end' user" friim ,

personal, local accessibility as such. As is well' knoWlr,



there are differences o.,c opinion on whet.her t_ha rs good 'ot-

bad.

- Assuming that. we InterprA the end user's 8Lronq
preference for local accessihility to be independent. ol
whether, he)she does the segrching personally or through a

(lbcally .available) inte'rmediate .speciallot,.then we must
ask what options ERIC has to sECtisfy Ehat user preference.
Given the tremendous advanCements in computer/communications
networking, 'local accessibility" to one or. more complete
ERIC data bases obviously is already Ureing proyided to Iarge
numbers Of user's. That*is-true even though the )computer
systems involved are remotely located,. perhaps at/the other
end of the country. So, to be locally accessible Vides not
necessarily rule out -repote searching via a local,t)erminal.
What. may rule it out, however; for many preSent ,and
potential IRTC users is the cost of doing on7-line. searching
of remoteTT located syste.s1. 'especially Auring hours
convenient td the users.

One possible alternative to conssider, therefore, is the
use -Of 'Minicomputer-based systems with floppy- disks in

'reasonably local information centers :for purposes of local
searching of pt least selected- segments of trYe ERIC,
surrogate database. An' "all-inclusivesystem could be
searched periodically or on request, abcording to 'the
general interest profile of each"local user .or:ganiiatiop or

group, and the resultimg file segment/Partition could be
transmitted of pelivered (preTerably via inexpensive,
night-time commbnication facilit1es1 , to each localf
'mini-center for Subsequent floppy disk-based searching.

The above suggestion of a type of distributed data base-
application 'in :ERIC is of course contirlgent on the ability
to segment or partition thejiles 'in an effective. 'manner.
,S.cme ERICHassociated pcopl told'us,that it definitely can
be done; dthers claimed'that it s impossible because ERIC
users al:Ways want ac'cess to the entire database... According
to Havelock [EVA=3] no reasotiabje approaCh to partitioning

'as yet been ound but "if we can finds4such an approach
(a4we tend to think that it should be 'possible), th
computeri/communications technology is clearly availabte to
support it. '

Computer-Micrographics Compo§ite

Come people have .34ewed the ,avairability of on-line
terminals for interactive ;searching -as posing a distinct

-challenge to micrographics.ilAn interestiolg comparison of,,.

the -pros and dotiS of bdth, has been published [CMC-6].
"Others have decided, on-the other hand, to come up -witW a:
suitable comb'ination or integration of the two technologies
involved [CMC-7,-8, 9].

...4;t1J14_
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As already apggesLed In Section lot da!,1 Input,
ER1C's consideriltion of a more effr,clivo rouplioq ni

compu Lets and mici(giaph i.c I bo eilcout '1111! now
. not only means computer-output mIcuoriIm (COM) hut atse) the
possibility of combining a localized compuLer seaLeh
capability (previOus- section) with .eomputer-controlled
retPieval,from a microfiche collection (Section 3.2.2.6).-
To enhance the usei-oriented search/display interlace-even
further, an Integration of the use of a CRT-based terminal
for on-line searching and the use af that saw .video
terminal for microfiche Image display is also possible.

3.2.5 Text-Oviented Output Alternatives

Analogous to -what was done for text-oriented Input in

Section 3.1-5, the alternatives forOutput can now be
high-lighted and broadly compared in tabular form. Table' 4

displays the results.

Again thetable must, be properly qualified._-Depending
on- the backi1p- details, found in this report and,in the
gen6ral.literature, there is ce!tainly room for disagreemer)it

,on the particular performance indicators. The first sibc
."output" alternati.yes we're discussed previously. In each
case,. Ihere are one or more characteristic profiles poinEed
out. For ,exaMple, microfiche uaed for visual data output
(of all kinds; D1) to users, may be cost-effective:(E1(2))
for purposes of looking at exacL 'copies of the entire data
unit (U1), even though it may take.time to get at it (E1(1))
ind whether or not the usee will be hmppy with the :-,output

quality (E2, E3) is questionable. On the other hand,
mierkfiche cannot be used for getting selective subses of

data (other than full pages) and it may or. may 66t. be
-effective for purposes of browsing.

,

Both hard- and soft-copy terminals are shown to be good
for small-quanti%f output, rhciuding ouOut of dempti:terized
search/analysis r sults (U2);; aAthough 'they may be
'relatively costly. Large-volume printout.s (Q4) , hoWever,.

. 4re better left for trigher-speed,' batch printer's.
Peripheral. sEorage-devices (eig., floppy disks) areTben- as
suitable for intermediate output/storage of most kinds- of
viSual data, :-is long as 't..he uantity (Q4) . is. not
overwhelming. Subsequently, it may of course be possible
for the user to access those same stored data from a hard-
or soft-copy terminal.

3.2.6 Non-Textual Alternatives

-

,More alternatives, e.g., ful.1 graphidS terminals, 'can
. be easily -adVd to- Table 4 for, consideration, subject. to

,

ERIC: interestT in. expanding its emphasis on Osual ,

,

pon7textual- data: .The audio and audivisualltentrfes are'.
,'Included for sake,of.poMpleteness. Theypre t6 remind the'

reader 'of the brdadr perspective '(espe'cially in'edUcation).
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4. TOTAL .0'STEM-ORTrNTI.M ( 'OW-311)FIZATION

Aft_er having confndeled the t.op-prloilty rechnolog141
components of ERIC, we must now attempt to put the pieces
together in the context of a total, unified !-;-yst_em ln
Section 3.1, the' function or data input or representation
was addressed with respect to alternative toc-hnological
implementations but without regard to how any ono such
functional site or node (in the ErtfC "network") may relate
to either similar or different functional activities carried
out elsewhere In ERIC. Likewise, in Section 3.2, the
function of data output or presentation was discussed.
Again, aside from certain dependencies on the input . media,
little was said about how the various instantiations of the
data output/presentation function elate to each other and
to other parts or functions of ERIC.

Our ultimate objective should of course he the
technology-facilitated service to current and potential EPIC
users in the educational community. By the geographically
distributed nature of the latter, this means "reaching out"
to where the users are. Given the state-of-the-art of
computer/communications technology, coupled wif.h the
Havelock-cited indication (EVA-3) of user-desired "local
accessibility," the above-stated objective can he
interpreted to require: networking (via commun,ications
technology) of qe various present/prospective technologital
components of ERIC for purposes of enabling selected kinds
of distributed processing in and distributed access to what
could then be correctly called an ERIC network.

This Section is to give an overview of what is-involved
in networking and distributed processing. It also
identifies the resultant advantages to be gained, in terms
of both user interaction with 'such an ERIC'network as well
as associated interstaff communication and collaboration.

4.1 Interconnection of Component's

Why interconnect the technological and functional
components of a large information system with
telecommunications facilities? Are the mail service and the

- occasional personal telephone. conversations together with
selected on-line sessions 9ith a remotely 'located
cOmputerized search system not ildequate.to connect the parts
of the nationwide information iServce and to support the
needs of its staff and users?

The answer must depend on ,71-lat ERIC wants toitaccomplish
with the system and how well itis to perform,,especially to
be attractive to users. A 'brief analogy (although ,only
partly applicable to ERIC) can be drawn wfth two different
networks that have been attempted under the auspices of
EDUCOM. Both were to enable nationwide sharing of
computer-based resources? The ,first, implementea in the

-at



laLe 196U's, was called thP Educational Inform:It ion Network
(EIN). IL was based on a catalogue of available sharable
E;oftwai e and tran;Imi to' t ogi ,up!. 1)1 t.iih ht.

mails, after iAppropriate telephone-based inquiry and
coordination. EI failed dismally. Users were not.

attracted to it E,CAW-1). Lack of easy, ditect accesclibility
to the available resources was probably.a maior factor.

In marked contrast, S1A more recent EMMET effort
[CAN-2] , which provides tor the sharing of computer-based
resources through direct user access via various
communica,tion networks, appears to be gaining in popularity
and viability.

4.1.1_ Characteristics and Criteria

, The theme of tMs entire system-oriented section is
communication or, more specifically, LelecommunicaLion
between the components of a large information system. Rut,
as is seen below, that dbes not only mean t_he
interconnection of technological parts such as computers and
computer terminals.- ft also can mean the more effective,
logical interlinking of operational staff/management
personnel associated with the "interconnected system" a51
well as the enhanced interaction of the users with that
system.

,\
Before addressing the concepts and techniaues of

"networkdng" and "distributed processing" in the next two
subsections, we should again ap.k two types of questions,
analogous to what we di0 for the component-oriented
Considerations of data input and output:

What are the characteristics of the requ4red or
desired "interconneCtedness" of the information
system of interest, which should have a determinina
influence on the technological networking and
distributed processing alternati,ves to he
suggested?

2. What are the criteria for deci'ling on performance
of those technological alternatives?

This total system-oriented cha,:acterization now hecomeF,
considerably more complex,fthan for any selected sytem
component. Nevertheless ft can be carried .oht in an
ana'logous manner with results being similar it le,st in
topical structure to tllose portrayed in Tahl.es 1 and 3.

Becagse this area was molt indicated by rTE to be of,h4gh
priority'interest in our particular sudy, we WIall only
sketch the relevant items.
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Firstly, the type of data to he communiontod hetweon or
among component parts must he identified. An wan tine
earlier in this report, the transmission of alphanumeric,
"visual" data represents the most prevalent need in the
current ERIC system. Given that fact, we must again inquire
about data volume or quantity, that is, how much data is to
be transmitted from one part of ERIC Lo another. Do the

data involve short, perhaps sporadic messages (e.g. for

interactive computer use) or large, bulk transmission (e.g.

in file transfer) or some combination thereof? Maybe even
facsimile transmission (discussed in"Section 4.1.2) should
be possible. Data volume requirements for any given link
between two ERIC.rtodes (e.g; two clearinghouses) wilt of

course influence the capacity of the required communication
line. This determination is confounded further- when tha,t

same link is included in.a "structure" of interconnections
(to be descrAbed in the networking section below) which
provideS for shared use by some or all other nodes in 4RIC.,
Thus the decision on what level of data transmission
capacity (or corresponding bit transfer rate) Is needed on
any link must be based on and justified by the c6llective
needs of all components of the ERIC system.

Thirdly, besides data type and data transmission
volume, we must again characterizethe purposes of'the data
communications (and Alence the interconnection of ERIC
components by telecommunications facilities):. This can be
'done by stratifying people interacting with the technology

at least three categories: ERIC users, ERIC supportAg
ff and ERIC management.

r

The information-seeking purposes of users remain as

previously described with regard to any particular-output
device (See Table 3). However, to emphasize the potential
advantages, of interconnection, the list might be
supplemented.with such faOlitating purposes as "gettihg
von-line help or direction,"' e.g. from an ERIC staff member..
The purposes of the staff members, on the other hand, must
include the executic-5-ribf established functional activities
(e.g. input and_transmission of document surrogates to the
ERIC Facility),.specialized local processing, maintenance of
appropriate statistics, communication of. policy and
procedural changes to other , ERIC nodes, oPbrational

. collateoration among nodes, assistance to users . .and
responsiveness to management. Finally, high-level
Management concerns not only 'subsume the .utfr and staff
purposea .but also regard the all-encompassibg question of
whether the 'benefits (to users and also staff) 'of ERIC
interconnection are worth.the potential cost. .

.. _

4. The latter leads. us also to consider total
systems-oriented performance. Criteria. Again we can'do this
with respect to efficiency, effectiveness and synergism
factors. 'Depending on whether d user, .a staff member or. a
manager is lboNing at ERIC performance, the interpretation

,
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of (or specific emphasis In) the offic.ir,ncv-efrective-
ness-syuergism ruofile is diffe)ent. Tc,i, pi p)1 , I v 1(,)

management (in general) tends to he efficiency, i.r.. hdcv

t
much is being done at what cost? Some of the ,important
features pertaining to sLff 'ayd users are dir4cussed in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 re4pecti .-;1_y--:

4.1.2 Networking

Having loosely talked about: interconnecting
components, we cary formalize it somewhat by discussillg, in
summary form, the need outto carry networking.
"Networking" As variously defined to be the art or, if more
rigorously intended, the process of Oterconnecting or

interfacinq a Set of component systems and devices,
especially computers and communications gacilities, Tor
purpOses -of more effective accomplisilment of some
information-dependent application(s). The result, namely a

computer communications network, then becomes the composite
ofthe different technological.parts [CAN-31, with the data
(or bits) flowing over the inStalled communication lines
possibly using a number_of different media [CAN-4].

. Networking technology, which subsumes communications
technology, is too extensive and complex to be described in
detail in this report. Onlyi the major 'features with
possible relevance to ERIC deliberations are highlighted. A

1976 structured bibliography [CAN-51 is available to guide
the interested reader into the sizable, ever-increasing body
of _networking literature. A series of useful, specialized
reports has also' been prodlIced by the Nationl Bureau of
Standards [e.g. CAN-6, 7 and 8]. In addition,. various

A networking Conferences' and symposia [e.g. CAN-9] are
sponsored every year to keep the public informed of the

state-of-the-art.

As far as applicability of netWorking technology to

ERIg is concerned, a broad appoach to answering the

question of whether and in. what (general form a true
telecommunications-based ERIC network should be considered
is to-discuss the following'scenario of "screening" steps:

.1. On national-level network communication: What data
transmission volumes characterize current
relationships or interactions between ERIC nodes on
a gairwise basis (eg. .clearinghouse to ERIC
Facility or clearinghouise to Clearinghouse)? What
might be the projection4 on future data flOw over
those same links if the ..higher-volume more user-
and staff-.oriented technology-kased capabilities
discussed in this report should be made available
in ERIC?
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2. On regional-levoI neLwolk commtinirtinn: )rn

emphanize Iho Rmjni I I (' I I ric, fh(s

enabling of localized or regionali7ed _rJcOe 5;r Ln

ERIC resources by groups of users in various remote
educational communities, the same questio'n (as in

1. above) is asked but at a hierarchically lowrr
level. The users-here might_ have a flimple terminal
in the local school library or, if more fortunate,
a mini-based word processor _with floppy disk, an0
they might regard the nearesf clearinghouse or
regional informaLion center as the networking huh
to Lie into (if that's possible).

3 On network structure: If the current and projected
data flow volumes should be, adequately high,
Justifyig the'possible use of one or more of .the

available offerings in termd of communicatiOns
capacity (or bandwidth) , then the.00nfiguration- of
the interconnections between the EPIC nodes, or the
ERIC network structure, has to be carefully-
se cted.

4 .On network .control: In addition to ar_icius kinds
of control (e.g. of data flow and coMfilunication
errors) dependent on available technological
implementation, management-level control mtist also
be instituted in (or superimposd on) the ERIC
network. The operational mechanism(s) for such
control would have to be properly blended into the
network structure mentioned above.

5 On networking ilosophy: Beyond the above, it is

desirable to ind a management philosophy which
perceives and wishes to facilitate the existing
dependenc*3 dmong ERIC nodes and which, therefore,
is favorabty-ialclined towards reaping the potential
benefits of networkin : Needless -to say,
reasonable justification in terms of adequately
high volumes of current &r projected data transfer
between nodes should be prerequisite. But there
may be cost trade-offs- depending on the type of
communication line or service procured.

. The above scenario of five screening steps should be
elaborated on a little further. The firq, two cssentially
ask whepher the-current/ projected data flow levels'in ERIC
are Adequate to justify telecommunicat.ions based'
networking. Given reliable estimates of antiscipated data
flow volumes, one could then review the considerable'
assortment of communication techniques and services and
select those most.suitable and cOst-effective. Tbe range of
possibilities includes establishing otodinary point-to-point
dial-up lines between various ERIC nodes (clearinghouses/
information centers, user organiz,ations); or
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qbality conditioned ?leased ,voice-yiade liness(espec,ally

among clearinghouses, he EBI.0 Facility, IMPS etc.) with the
possibility of sharing those lines (e.q. via multin)exing);
0u inteiconnuctions via OHe of the avallable vi fti t1cs:

networks or VANs (see CAN-6); of various combinations of
the above depending on ERIC operational requirement41,
traffic patterns and of coutse associated cost.

Assuming that an objective study producing cAreful

projettions on future ERIC activities and missidns in the
educational community would lead to adequate -justification

for networking (and we feel that it would) , then the next
step would ,be to optimize the "structure" of the netwotk vis

a vis performance and cost of availNble communication
services (mentioned above), desired user- and staff-oriented
5C;ViCCO ond also necessary management considerations
including operational control. The last of these points us

to screening step 4 outlined above. As far as the'netAlork
structure is concerned! the ERIC network could take on

several possible alter:natives:

I Physically Centralized: Each of the 16

clearinghouses could have a communication link to
the seleced central *computer site, perhaps the
ERIC Facility (or its computer service contractor).
Unfortunately the ERIC Facility (locate-d in

Bethesda, Maryland) 'is not situa\ted very centrally
with respect to the U.-SK/ geography. Hence, if

-, dial-up br leased voice-grade lines were to be
employcld, the\t,could be quite costly. However,
some line-sharing techroiques might be applicable
for'any cluster of clearinghouses located in the

same vicinity.
f

,

2 T Eachsically -Decentralized: of. the

c_earinghouses anci perhaps other information
centers, as well as the, ERIC -Facility and EDRS,

could be viewed as relativ 17,Zch autonovus
information processing sites can ( he
interconnected in a Pairwise manner (uSing
voice-grade lines) subject to traffic patterns and

needs. The overall decentralized ,structure can
therefore.take on different forms, ranging from
minimal to maximal eonnectedness. Each malor nod
could have it own local or regional netwoi-Y

reaching out to hierarchically lower-level user
organizations (e.g. schod,ls, libraries etc.).

3 Logically\Centralized br Decentralized: Because'of
the.-nature,of informatloy procedsing 'and routing in
ERIC, some ,of the interdependency . naturally. calls.

for
.

'a, -centralized- structure (e,g.

clearinghbuset 'submitting surrogates to the 'ERIC;

Facility) while soMe of it, cglls for flecentralize
aommuni,cation cqllaboration -aMong Sets'. of
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cloaringhow-le). 1 ou i appei-,r thpn
ncstworking in 11-:J(7, shonl'l provide Llie host or h()ttl

worl'71s. Technnlogically.thif'; is quitc,
('.mployin(j- ' t

(
,1

communiCations subnetwbrk) which i distrihuterl-in .

nature such that the nodes Lied into it can view it,

as logically contralizr:d or necentralized or hoth,
regardles of the phySical arranoi-ment of the
links.

This discussion has thus far presumed the feasibility
of "total" ERIC netwOrking. If that wM-e to become true,
based 'On support from the all-impertant management
philosophy (screening step 5 above) , then NIE/EPTC would be
faced with either .designing and implementing its own
network, contracting out to have a competent .organization do
it for them, Of tying its major processing nOdes into one of
the available communications networks (e.g. VANs). 7he
las of these alternatives is becoming increasingly pooWar
and lable, as demonstrated by the accessibility of a number
of bn-line retrieval systems (e.g. NLM's vla
several such networks.

But ERIC 'floes not have to attempl.----tota-1 networking
immediately. It could consider---a gradual, piecemeal
approach, getting started with several interested
clearingho.uses (as was done in the experimental study
DET-1). Then, with careful planning and interim successes,
other ERIC nodes or modules could be tied into an expandable
ERIC network. Various non-ERIC resources could thereby also
become directly accessible.

Among the specialized kinds of technological resources
likely to become available, and attractive to a future
information network is the 6omputer system tailored to
accommodate and process data. The concept of a data base
computer [-ORT-6, 7] is being developed further and, with the
prospects of being coupled with mass storage facilities
(discussed in Section 3.1.3.7) hnd effective associative and
parallel processing techniques - (e.g. ORT-'8), will
undoubtedly/influence future data base resource sharing-

Before being convinced of all the possibilities in the
networking area, other specialized .experimental effor.ts
might be desirable. To gt a better understanding of
potential future leKels of data transmission'volLime that
ERIC may wish to accommodate, we must.go'beyond'our implicit
assumption (above) that ERIC only needs telecommOnication
faci4ties for transmitting 'relatively. low7volume dOcument
surrogates plusmiscellaneous short, user-input messages (or
alpanumer,ic strings) including :on-line search commands.
Amon,g the alternatives are: transfer of fairly large files
or file- segments (verhapF: invol'ving surrogates, or
statistical data) as well as the transfer of full-sized

;



documellts.

If tho,--latter document:1 ate not yct_ !:tor,I.?1, in

a a ii ii mt: r I i m (nnt i Chi',11)(`C 111,-) fs,'; 111('11'01 1 (!7 N., ,11,t, el*

operation('_ly usable), then at t li ciL

transmission of paper copy doruments fo'YY-9, .40) apd also

their microfilm images (OPT-11) posi hl e. if)

equipment "copies" a 1 phanumer s and a raph i es ( w i t hout

"recognition" as such) rrom, n source i tem by means or

scann i n9 i t 8Omehpw, cOnver t i ng i mage to e 1 ec t i cal

signals, transmi tting those over telecomimmication lines and
then producing a copy of the or igi nal at the recipi ent si te.

,

An lamOle is the experimenUll effort entitled Federal

Library 0 etwork Prototype Project ingolving the NBS Library
and 14 other technical and scientific libraries 10r-12].
Two types of _facsimile machines are used. Doi arc

low-resol9tion systems, leaving something to be desired in

resulting image quality. One Uses fiber optics to read the
document with a photoelec,tric cell, converts the light .and

dark areas into electrical impulses, transmits those over
Federal Telecommunications Lines to a receiving machine, 40d A
reconverts via stylus which burns the dark areas.on a
-titapium oxide-coated paper. The othert kind of machine
involves slow-scan television, with a camera directed at the
document providing light signals which are converted to the

audio range transmitted over the communication lines, zinc".

reconverted for"display on a still TV picture screen. In

either casT conventional telephone lines are used and a copy
of a document is "delivered" in several minutes. Getting
the paper copy sent by ordinary mail,Tn the other hand, may
take days or even weeks_

As the above demonstrates, networking can encompass a

number of other data types and communi-Faion modes and

purposes. They slould be taken into account, bv NIE/ERIC in

justifying A.and esigning any future (national and even
international) inf)rmation services network.

4.1.3 Distributed Processing

network can be regarded as the skeleton or the

amalgam which ties together various Processing nodeS and
communication lines to enable collective,

-appAcations-oriented oReration. The netwOrk is then to lie
supportiv'e of-whatever k]nd of processing is to be carried

out and where-that is to be done. In parti.cular, if it is
designed properly, we can do "distributed processing" as

well ças distributed data base work in the context c4f a

netwo k.

Thè literature exhibits many 6seful pacers (e.g. J
i

DIP-1, 2) which clarify the definitions and concepts'

-pertaining to distributed process-ing. Sets of

considerations that should go 'into deciding on "going
_
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diStVhuted" WIP-31 and' nullwrou!; exempLary
e P1 P 41 i i e (I) t o he f()nn,1_ .in

dititribut.ed processing network,provides far flex;'1,ility

and many other advantages of perrormtnq the (1ata entry4ithe
computer processing, the data base manipulation and the user
accessing of computer-bas9d resources "wherever the act.ion
is" or wherever- It is most eonvenient and reItahle to do f3o.

Although the tetm was not Osed in the,provious setion
on networking, distributed processing 'i.,#)as implied hv the
indicated desiability of having both a og ieally

cehtralized and decentralized ERIC network structure. rt_ is

t

also in keeping with the earlier discussions (in Section 3)

of providing computer-based meanssuch as word processors,
as well as certain computer-microfilm composites, at the
_various- ERIC nodes. In particular, the localized use of
inicomputer-based,systems in a =network environment 4e:g.
IP-51 is becoming almost synonymous with distributed

processing_

Besides doing various kinds of processing locally (.o.q.

inputtfiq--and editing 'a document .surrogate, at an ERIC ;
clearinghouse) and subsequenh- processing at another, perhaps
hierarchically higher site (e.g. .. modification and
comptlation of a surrogate data base for searching), the
special need for effective accommodation of the data hase(s)
in a network must be acknowledged. If we want to be able to
do _the processing in the geographical location where it is
most-,convenient and conducive to the applicatiom (e.g.

where the ERIC subject specialists can render decIsions on
_document entry), then it follows that there may -he the
logical requirement for a locally available, supportive data7/
base.

This lead s. us then to discussions of distributed data
bases [e.g. DIP-6, 7] anq how, to keep track of them in a
network [e.g. DIP-6). 'It a'so should remi61 us or the.
Intelligent terminal ,systems and .related -storage de'vices
(e.g. floppy-disks)described in Section 3. Along that
line, even data .baseAcan4gement systems for minicomputer's -
pre being'developed [DTP-91 and .a're .likely to be mudi..
improvea 'in the future. Thus, as was Suggested'by a senior
ERIC staff member, the use of DBMS in .support of selected
ERIC system functions .perf.br. d by minicomputer is not to
ruled out.

Finally, distributed processing in its fullest sen,se

represents a, kind of interesting cOnvergence (DIP-1U) of
\ networking technblogy with the various '.component

teChnologies (e.g. minicomputers, 'intelligerdi terminals,
word processors) -to form a locally accessible information

of the ERIC system, then networll.ng a 0
system., And, if local accessiblity is really a k factor
in the future
distributed .processing technology is likely,to b4nefit hot
the ERIC staff.(next section) and the ERIC users. (Sectio
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4.3),accordingly.

4,2 SLACI-Net_wolk Intcr..3on

It'is a well-known fact tilat .-6Lrong difference in

opinion_ remain among infoumation speciali!--;ts -as to the
desirability of increased dependence on technology.
However, 'at the- same time, _we have seen how more and more
people (including secretaries in offices) become mpre and
more convinced of and conditioned 'to the trememdou!,.

advantages toj)e gained.

This isalso 'true of a rlecentraiized system such ar
ERIC in whicll the clear-inghouse staffs have :remarkably
different views on and interests in using technology. _Somer

of them.are vq.ry excited about the prospects; others are at
least learyor:!,,cautious if not'al.together opposed.

In this sction we wish to briefly indicate .some
lliportant charac,terisOcs and modes of staff jnteraction

with an ERIC-netaork_ Focus herr is on the stafT memb'erS,
not on. -the usd-r-§.. It is highly probgble, however,,that
services-experi by the latter 'bre 'contingent on the
(technology faci ggto) well-being,of -the former.

,4r1Hracteristics and Criteria
t

Azstaff member associatea with. an information ,system
may generally be charactAized as,plalTing.a role inVolying
one or more of the ,following: operational or functional
duties Aeg. inputting and outputting dat;a)'inconjunction
with various, locally r remotely availaBle (non-human)
information resources and devices, similar- ;Outies - in
Conjunction with other locally or remotely availahle people
(staff members, resource persons and/or users).,. 5nd
'adMiniStrative coordination with, again, locally or:reMotely
available'mAagement-level persons. Ketwork facilitation of
ti-iese roles is-highlighted ih the next three subsections.

But, before doing so, we should return to the question
of how staff personnel regard systm or Tali:work performance
froh their particular vantage paint. .kIrfir they 'directly
interface With the informaton resouTces, pethaps often

r4playing the 'Specially trying role of servin. as intermediar'y
*informaAion gpecialists for the end user,,,they maw be moSt
informed and opinionatea abou" what doeA*or doer not' viork

-s
,

well. . .

, .
.

-..

. ,
,

.

_
. .

Under'effibiency, staf.members might be especially *
sensitive to- 'throughput 'i.e. ,how many intormation items -\

(e.T. surrogates) can be reliably input.per time--,perio-1,,or
hoW ,many coPies- (e.g. of microfiche) can be made, 'or,how
many "On-line searches can'be careied out, or l'to. show man'y

,

other staff Membens can an importanE proce.dural changebe l
-communicated. Such qu'antity-orientea interest in turn-

}
4

.
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inCluence!3 staCf abilty to achieve rylecinate "Yespon5- time"
in mec.ting imposcd .(1(AiNd!.;_

Under effectiveness, a staff person is not merely
interested in how much can -whe done but also in what thr,

quality of Lhe*resulting Products is. Relio-ktle, error-free
technology is therefore important. In afldition, it f,honld

he possible to'clet good legible copi:es of documents and
well-form'atted, presentable search outputs.

Thirdly, staff-related synergism questions tend to'

involN.7e desirable convenience, ease of use,or interaction,
and avoidance of such factors as "frustration. The last oc

these can of course apply both to technology' and people.
These kinds ,of staff concerns shot11:1 be, kept in mind in

reading the next three subsections.
2

- 4.2.2 Input/Ou-put FJitaLion

A staff member who perfor%s am operational roles with
regard lo an information system can wear two hats., On one
hand, he or she carries out assigned staff function(s)
contribute tn ome way to'the system's operation, e.g. in

"-preparing and Lnputting surrogate data. On the ot..hr hand,

he/she may-lin fact be a system "user,' not only in support
. of the above-I-mentioned operational role'but also in behalf

of end users (who Yive submitted various information
requests.

I

Under the latter interpretation, namely that Q,C. a user,
N staff, membrs. must 'interface with the existing technology

directly and thereby become cluite familiar with and

concerned about'advantages and disadvantags in user-system
interaction fsee also USI category). Unlike the average,
non-specialist users, experienced staff members are- likely
to be' much more knowlegeable and sophisticatd about the

avaqable world )of information resources'and hence they may
be'more discriminating and demanding df tectrology: and of

how it can more effectivel,S, support assigned functionAl

What then can networking and Aistributell processing
.contribUte to staff functions? Firstly, by loca.lizing the
computef proce'ssing and stc:.age devices as _1. necessary
(FTrhaps by means 'of a word processing configuration,
tail.ored Co the needs of a'particular ERIC node) the staff-

member , shoul.,d -experience considerable facilita'tion'of the ,
data input and editing function. The data cn
locally and then, "when necessary or desixabie, transmitted
Via the commuOcaO.onS network toanothers,(central) sit6'fdr
afurther 'A:Processing: It should be L'noteel that ,a lOcal,-

.

minicomputer-)2ased system 'would not ,only enable irrp.ut

surrogate data Iput also the .inputting, )proce,sking- and
packaging of a variety of other u,seful infórmation products.

r.

.
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a

Tho 1.1ttol i!; .11,o tIno 44 lho imtift!' if

a staff membei could tho 111 IC notw(,)th v1,1

System for purposes of directly (Irtt ing nt yht
repertoi-re or available information resource!; (1 1.1 tho

network), surely the incormation search and autput furwtion!:
would he facilitated. Furthermoro, the staff persnn woul(1
not have to be facedwith an'assor.tment of quite distinct
and inconsistent morles and mei-ins of getting at information.
.The'results of searching in , the distributed processing
network 1-which .might interface ore% or more on-linc,
retrie,v,A1 systems) could, upon receipt, he piocessr0 rurth'er
in the local intelligent node.

. In fpkt,, one of the interesting distributedt processing
possibilities' that can'he considered is the following: Let

the results of a seanding query or of an on-lirie search,
initiated by-a staff meMber on the Gasis' ora "genet 1 local
user inteeept pro..f.ilei"-be, transmitted ..over commurtication
lines to Ue 1661 floPpy disk-based sygtepi,.and et
the staff members-or actual end users search the locally
stored -dat-a .bafie- segment cl:Cre'ctAy. This would ndt-onli
provide a way of dynamically Segmeting the ERIC files, .--hut
it might also save Cbmmunications costs. The local fil-e f
could be replaced (for current awarenes(a_arching) ,or.
supplemented (for reCroactive search purposes) onerocic
basis_ 7.1echnolog,ically this is possible. The main robie-m -

hinges ,pn ..whether such a file pai-titioll can effectively
serve the interests .of a local population.

.,4.2.3 Coordination,with Management
.

) -,

Besides facillIating the epeTationaI functions assivitd
, to staff personnel; netw0vkin/j and_distributed iirocesincf:
would also ,aid in 4Tproving the coordihation with- antl.
-responsiveness to- those -who zre in-. inanagement, whether

. 1

r-centrally or decentrally located_
.

./.. ,
,4

Frpm the , standpoiocit. , of mar,la6ement, a

compute47coM1Ilunications-''netwbrk can .and should he.viewed as
what it really is: 'a sociological netv710k or interrelated e "N

---, ..

or interdepenVnt people . being Superimposed ion. the ,

technological network EtISC-l]. In particular, this means
,.that a staff peeson who4carrier4ut operationalles in- 4

Using the technology, and -nn thereby guit attuned arid

conditioned.to tine technologicaiWnterface .to'a wi.variqty
-of resources', fin'd6 it very ntural to. -utiTize, those silme,

ccmputer/ammunkoations-based facilitieS. fcIr .- purposes of
coordinating with and respOnding to ,Other people, esOeciIlly
his/her manhge nt'... The latter Must of course also he "t,ied

,

N nto"!Qt".he network.- (-
$

u
,.

'Although the above claim is ndoubt:d1- subject to
gOqstion by s,o e people, the. fact rem Anr , that_ to thAe: ')

t
. ,,,., ,

persons towhom the technological interface has become a

natural, effec 1_,ve part of the,' everyday operational\



-*r wOrRstation, jt is 'easier to, utilize that same medium f 01

communiciation with management th,111 tn swilrh to tiwlitinn,,'
modes .sucti optelophum, c1113. 01 nvan*ally pleuaLed
In addition, 'certain advantage'c6n be ider!Lifie0t _Thr,se
.include the apilitlies to be trulvIrpsponsiive (i.e. sending
an answer 'immediately upon request) , to keep management
infor.med as things happen in real time, to schedule the
communicatjon/correspondence at one's -own convenience
(except when Personal, direct interactiön is required), and
even perhapA to- remain anonymous when sensitive matters-.
(e-g- 'A'iticisms of management policy) may be ,involved.

4.214. Conferencing and Co1laborAt4n

The above-implicd soCtware for enabling tie
ransmisslon. of message or electffonio.mail [ISC-21 between
staff and management has become ,a recognized impOrtant
feature _in state7ofTthe-art computer systems and networ4r.
,t can of course also pr_osvOe for suoh coMmunication links
between various staff peronnel'located at different net.C7ork ,

f
sites (e.g. for purpcises of job-related collaboration) as
well as b4tween staff, membef-s -and users and vice versa-
Besides sending each other 'ordinary variable-length mess'ages
or reports, there ,.,are aYso softwaryackages available to

, s4port Other kilQls. of modes of 'communicakion. These
include

.

-the well-known Delphi and other tues of
computer-basedsconferencing which started to draw' attentl6n
in the- early "1.9.7Ws [ISC73; 4).

An important point to be made \about people
communicating via computer, networks is thair it should no
longer be viewed as unnecessaPy or luxurious. Instead it

\ might be regtrded as' a highly desiTable byproduct Of /
networking. As long as we hav/the need for interfacing Or
integrating the previously mentioned sociological network
with a technological resource network JISC-1], _fhe
'asso iated resource people shour . be able to
cox-re poAd/collaboratA/respond/inTorm/codperate conveniently
withi the conVxt of that network. This shotild,
requike an effective electronic mail system. The door
should aiSo be left open--to 'the future possibility of
tquiring a good spftware,package for selected types of more
ynamic conferencing which might conceivably invol-e---n-n,f or

ERIC management, staff and even users.

1 4.3 Uer-Network Interfacing

Id the reason for implementing ERIC wa.s to serve- uSeA
the educational community, then the interface betreii

those, users and the 'ERIC tec nology should nbe of
top-priority concervn. Regre4ab1y t ,uSers were frequently
neglected Athp.design of ,earlier mputer _systems and,' ,s
networks. Qwever, with the,recogni n that's0PhistiCtedT.
computer and communications technalogy,qould be devk,oped to
re'spond' to almOst any informatiqn uocElssing/communicatfon.
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1 needs, computer swientists have 1-ccome more !,onsitive
! rendering that technoloqy actually "usable" by people.

The UST category of the adjoining bibliography is

especially applicable in this section, but_ several or the
equipment categories [e.g. OLT and \-!PE) sdend sLuclie5.1

involving evaluations of ERIC users and uses ErNA] also have
direct pertinenct to the user interface.

4.3.1 Characteristics and-Criteria

Users of inforMation systems may be characterized along
a number of different dimensins, including level of
experience, frequency of system use, ohlectivps of use, user
preference, level of satisfaction with a systom's'services
mid others. -In the. -ducational community ,of users, Lhe
diVersity of user characteristi'cs is undoubtedly very great.

P

Ideally, we would like 4- lo he. able to _adapt the
te.chnology to the individual needs and wants of user's.
HoweVer, much more research 'is required to make that a

TealistiC 'goal for a -large Apopulation of individually
different persons..' In the meantime, we can at least attain
a compromise solution based On generally desirable,

-user-oriented design characteristics. With regard to
netwo'rking, the next . several subeections are to highlight
selected features accordingly.

4

Before doing so, we again should aske as we -did ,-for
network staff personnel (in Se'ction 4_2.1) how system or
network performance is liicely to be judge*0 from the', user's
standpoint. As far asfficiencv concerned, the user is
probably most,interested in how long it takes to g.et the
requested'''. information. Is the response time in orderino a
paper,copy document from EDRS adequate' alnleAs the user
must personally pay fer it, the cosCfagtor is relatively
low in importance.

//,

Secondly, the user wants effective, quality service.
Een if the information is made available-immediately
very efficiently), if it is in error or illegible or 'poorly
formatted or excessively-verbose, the usery3J1 probably be
'dissatisfied. For example, a teacher.who.wants to use sori'e

table in a report as a class handout tomorrow ir unlikely to
be happy with a poor-Iquality copy produced by an i.nexpensive'`-,,
local miciofiche reader-printer. So, efficiency is,not .9ood
enough. Effectiveness 'is also.essential.

-
.T irdly,.the abovetwoserformance categories obviously

influe q-"the third. Synergism has particular Meaning for
user lesideS'how quickly and how well the system re.sobnds
'to t useir rnquiry or request, there, are

.performa ce-related questions the.answers to which,are- more
elpsiye bUt nevertheless vry genmaine. Hotq "friendly" is
'the "hetwOrk (botTh 'w--ith regard '01)11,technologv. and p5,o1D4-p)'

-

.
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mow "convenient" does it riiake tile user's se,-u-(.7 for

intotmation? flow ",ice-c-1/4:::1hic" i: it? 'he fol1(1-Hm
subsections discuss several Mil )01 ^ t (41 Lur o:.; wil loll 1 eltit e t o

such user-oriented networking.

4.3_2 Technological Int6rface

The technological interlace belween user and
information network can be treated in a-Adichotomous mannet
consistent with the organization ol this report: Cir'stly,

the equipment comi5onent (or local400de) wi%b. which the user
must deal directly in .order to access and cczmmuni,cate with
any of the informatio11 resources available in ,the network,
and, secondly, the total network of 4ographically
dPstributed resource nodes which the usp-r-- may have to
conceptualize and understand_ /

/
Some of the user-oriented considerationc in provirling

for a 'desirable componpnt-level interface were already
mentione'd in the coverage 'of computer-based .means for

input/output of Section 3_ The selected literature [UST
category] gives further evidence_ Our interest here is not
to review all of those characteristics. Instead we wish t,o
make an important observation, contingent on the nature and
trend's of. distributes processing. networks. The
component-level user interface cannot only be made "locally
accessible" t_O the user, in accordance with previously
mentioned goals, but it can have more "Intelligence" built
into it (whether in real or virtual form) to,aid the user in
overcoming the seyond part of ,th ct. above-stated dichotomy,
namely the perhaps confusing and o erwheIming netvork on'the
whole.

,THat'is to say, we can all viate the problems, that
users have in. being forced tcj know about n variety qf
Jisbally inCOnsistent types of information resources ancl

_ associated languages by pr-oviding them with suitable
resource directories, a sensible network.-wide 'nteraction:
langua6e and other, special ki ds of help. ,

ccessible network node should th reby become convenient,
4anageable access "window", to the network without concerning
the user with its internal struct re, control mechanisms and
other bothersome ,details. Alt ough this may
considered as too idealistic, it 'urely tends to get us in

the 'di'rection 'of the' "o0e=--stop shopping center" for users
which was advocated- (by an ERIC staff meml?er) as a very
;desirable ERIC goal. The'concepl' cif the "one-stop E4plopping
center" does not, for our intereSts in this&study, have to
man that ERIC must 'own or Corltrol,all the "shores' in'tat
ce.fltel.. We realize that /it mgy alikays be neCessary for
cerbain information resourdes (pertaining to the education
community) to" exist oOtside. of ERIC; But, the. inherent
natoire of .networking and distributinty/Processing is such
that different information stores, regardless of, -ownership,
can, be 'Made 'directly acCessible to users and/or be '



_/

,compassed in an "ipformation resources, directory" which
aid usets in determining t 1rat ihit kin,1 ..of-

Ilformption is available from what system., one option wcebl-'
be to provide the netwvrk us9rs with pccess to an intevi)led
(multi-organizational and multi-media) search system 'which
would respend only on some surrogate level. The user could
then order the referenced documents or other items from the
identified source organization,(ERIC or non-ERif).

4.3_3 Modes of Use

One \distinction in mode of use of a neLIVrk of
informatin resources is that hetweenj on-lcne (or

interactiV,e) and off-line use (Section 3.2.3'.1). Previous
studies 0 ERIC users have-suggested increa.sing interest in
the 6n-lin1/2? mOde EEV-3] If possible, a user who has an
immediate \information need i tends to want the information
now, not t morrow and, not thrl,ee weeks from now. Note that
this does not mean that ;the information is necessarily
located at a remote site. A local-1y (floppy-disk) stored
file segme t, if it contains wht the user wants, wou?d be
quitesatis actory.

But, he above-implied desirable situation is' not
attainable by ERft without overcoming some 'important
problems irstly, a distributed processing network of the
kind _port )ayed ,in this total system-orient- .section,
coupleewwit the numerous on-line terminals which could
serve as tser access nodes,: o.f course costs more money.
Secondly, w must not ignore the fact that ERIC reMains very
much micr fiche .reproduction oriented which generally
cohnotes "o f-line" usage,-even though certain orders (for
EDRS servic ) can be placed on-line. The computer-micrófilm
composite c nfiguration of regigdonal (and even local user)
processing nodes, which has been promoted in several. places
'of this rep rt, could complement the on-line and off-line
1140ge mode in such a way that futuristic ERIC network
desigo (incJtudin9 the possibility of mass WemOry facilities
capablevsof ,ftill-docuMent storage) cOuld become .increasingly
on-line oriented as it becomes more feasible and effective
to do so. ,

1

,.4.3.4 Types of Assistance

Presently, ERIC users are relatively on tbeir on,
, unless they are fortunate .to have the services of a

11!.6

knowledgeable intermediary', They.can of course find some
mhelpful docuwitation on to use ERIC [.g.,c see in ERI

category] and listings of whe\ the ERI.0 data base is being
maintained as searchable or reproducible. In mealy smaller
organizations and libra,ries, getting access is,undoubted9y a
struggle.

-

-
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In the potential ERIC network entlironment, the usor who
1!) heing pxovide0. Yith ,,hou1,1 ,11!-;(, (wt

plenty of assistance. This help can take on a number or
useful forms 'including: on-line tutorial description of
ERIC, directory to ERIC information resources (as mentjoned_
in Section 4.3.2), on-line help from appropriate ERIC staff
members and possibly even cootd[naLiion via confelencing
(Section 4.2.4) with other users who have siMilar
information-seeking problems.

4.3.5 User Feedback

Finally, in user-network interfacing, it must not_ he
forgotten that any vital information system should remain
dynamic by continually .scrutinizing its design anr9

performance and modifying it to adapt to cha.nging user
needs. In additiors to other forma] self-evaluation
techniques [see- EVA category] , the solicitation of awl
serious attention to user feedback is crucibl. ft

In a future ERIC network, this means that users should
have the mechanisms for easily submitting comments (both
good ana bad), issuing specific complaints anc requesting

-immediate explanations of exceptional system behaviors,
(including billings). Computerized mailing and conferencing
methods (Section 4.2.4) can e very suOortive of this cloal._

tt
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
p

In presenting the component- cand system-oliented
results of our investigation, a number of observations about
the current ERIC system as well as both explicit and

r implicit suggestions on Its future technology-based
-improveMeht were already indicated. However, to properly
complete the , report, a Composite of oUr majorconclusions:
and recommendations, pl_ced into 'the context of othFr ---),-0

(non-technicalY ,conside.eations to the extent possible, must
,I.

1Jbe pade.

--A

4
This section is purposely organized in a relatively

brief, oOtline format ip order to facilitiate its reading.
References to selected supportive discussions found
elsewhere;in(the report are made as appropriate..

5.1 Cur:rent ERIC TechnoTog

Our conclusions on ERIC-employed technology- as it
currently exists can be portrayed as follows:

1. ERIC is highly dichotomi'zed in the usage of
micro ra hics and compt!ter technology (see Section
171.1. This ga9i., _which pervades ,and Ni.pfluences
the entire systeM, is starting tO be brid4jed with

.

sel6cted efforts, e.g. the use of COM by E9RS and
the online ordering of microfiche cof5ies. /

4.

2., The micro ra hics tchnology that is irl use hy k?,pp,s
is qu.te goo (see- Section 3.1.2.5). ther ..

percentase of inadequate microfich'e has been
reasonably low in recent, years, Poor quality
,fngitive documents_selecte for microfiching do
cau,se"problems, and t_Inderstandabl_ so.

,

'43. On die user' end 'of he microfiche technology,
, ,

besides above-meniiii9v6z difficulties with certain
c 0fugitiye documentAMO mi rofilmed, the quality of

microfiche readers ,and.rqAder/printers is suEllect
to serious quest o . According to a number of

, sources, such equip-ment available in the
educational--Ommupity is often, cheaply jrade orl
poorly,mainbOnea or,-improperly used (see section
1.2.2.3)."

The'use O.f cotiputer in ERIC inVolves an a,ssotment
of -distinct, relatively 'independent fatil],ties,
o.rganizations and modes. "hese range froffi \,RIC
database 1:;reparation (by" the ERIC rFacility- jn
conjunction' with a contracted service) to the
on-cline search(by ERIC users) of one of the
,available'commercial computeri4ed Systems. An
overall, ,NIVERTC-controlledi- or -promoted

3
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computer/commonirations nc' t work such dnes n()t
;

exist (see Section 4_1-21. )
A

,

//

3. W101 regard to c21112.11ter-6ssociated terminnis, \ a
conskderable assortment- ofmostly srii3167-and/OT

i

specialized pieces of (.?uipment is in use (see
Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.3). On the input side, ERIC
clearinghouses employ devices for OCR ,(of
surrogates) and for that purpdse only. Various
interactive terminals are used for on-line access
and searching of ERIC files, in differentavailable
systems.
\ )&
,

6._ mu.ti-purpose I/0 equipment, peYhaps suppor'te341'by
SOM local bomputer processing and datz\jtorage

.\ cap.bility, is rare in ERIC_ Several exce4tional
N sites have done 9imited (mostly experimtAtal) work
with word protessing equipment and other
intelligeA display stations, as part of an .

` ERIC-sponsored projec) to, determine advantages nod,

costs. I . .

\

?'7. ERIC tee nOlogy.and data-.../-bases are strictly 'atturved
to the processing ofl visual data (see Se±.:tion
3.1.P.1). ,These ar6 predomitly of the
alphanumeric, rariety although -"some tables and
graphs may be- 4ncluded: Audiovisual )and other
data/media:are not accommodated.

\ .

8. ERIC.technology'-can only 4er.ve a limited data

--------,
rocessing purpo,se (see Sectidns, -34'1.1.3 6nd

1

. .. .1). Computer7based ) 'manipulation' 'and
s-earching ls, otnl'y possible. Am low-v8lume items
(e.g. surebgates). Irt .acNordance with the
Aichotomy0 mentioned in 1 above, full sized
documents ard microfiched, saved, and reproduced
_upon requeSt. Their . texts a're not searchahle by,

vmputer.

9. The above-characterized collective technology of
ERIC, . as it currently exists, primarily
accommodat,s the needs pf inforbation specialists,

s' working ih regional- in'formption centers or sizable
libraries and able to cope.with the diversity or-
indepeAdent, incohsistent. infortiation sources.and

1 , Media: The -technology does not lagilitate a
uniformized, Idealized access hy end users who
represent the bulk o0Dotential ERIC user§., in 'the

educational comnunity (see;Section 4.3). ,

10. Finally, the current technological malce-u of ERIC
"45l: surprisingly cOnsistent with the biginal

intentions and lalanS (see Section 1.1),-in spiteof./
many comMendable Amprovement madlrover-the-yearsJ
Dne majorexception appears to !bw the lack of: :

;
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communication Lechnolu9y Lo Lie the plece e 11PIC

together and reii-J-67--its resources more dirci'ctiv

accessible to more users. Al.though ERIC users can
and do carry out on-line searches\of ERIC databases
via available communications netw,Orks, that cannot
be viewed ap an adequate substitute for . an

all-encompassjng ERIC-controlled/promoted network,
regardlesS-of\\the supplier 4of he comMunication
services (se0"Section 4.1).

The Npove-statej) c6nclusions were drawn .given full
tecognitigil of what. appears, to be the NIE/L:Rl C. philosophy of
'retaining a decentralized, wholesale-reLail approach to the

. ERIC' system. Nevertheless, since we were asked to consider-
how technology could i*Drove ERIC, we feel obliged to point
out that a centralized impetus ,For "initiative towa7Z1s
encompassing ERIC resources in a more integrated, accessible

Imanner is necessary to gain majoryotential benefits. At
the heart of suCh efforts would undoubtedly have to be the
application 'of , state-bf-the-art computer/communicatidiis
technologr coupled with distributed processing. As. is
observed later, this 7does not have,to Tean elimination
the above-indicated f3hilosophy in favor of ,highly
centrWlized management and controftby ERIC.

5.2 Stateof-the-Art Technology(
e

Costs of computer Aardware are going down
,. significantly. 'This trend, cortibined with increased

0 / capabilities and decreased sizes of mini- and miciro-

compyters, virtually Assures, the ever 'more popular and
prevalantluSeS of computers in _9,,,Qr society altid even in our;,

homcis.. Even information-seeking, nonspecialist us'ers of-
.._.,

,. ERIC May be- affected.
---- --I-.

Commynication costs ar a;s6 drpoping, although not as

rap:idly as 'thos'e for computers. The communicat,ions
technology exhibits a considerable variety of effective- and

reliable tedhniques 'and disciOlines for .:" sharing

communication lines andt devices. Furtherm6Ve; thoo'

interfacing of \computers'and commurabations media. has .;

resulted.in v4y attractive ci-atatransmission and Proce*ing
arrangements and networIts. N

. Given thls brief backdrop of the state-upf-the-art of (

s.

. computer/commu ication technol gy, our cOhclusion0 which
,
specifically,applv to ERIC ar6 aS fdllows:

. ,
,-

-, ,

\ , --I.. Vqth regard,to the microfilminIpbranch'?f the ERiC
'technological dichotomy, no, significant ,.
enhancements are currenotly-available pr.foreseen.'in
.the 'neat kbture.sh-ort of . cOupling or

crosst=fertilizatioh
,, with computers. This

.1 -,,,

9(j .
A 2
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partly, and t(,grettahly, due to the tact that
tesearch and development ill the micrographics alea
is not nearly as intensive and potentially-
lucrative as in the area of ,computers and
communications, especially when\ the' (Ielativoly
poor) educational comMbnity is invhlved as a part
of the market.

2. As a corollary to 1 above, better microfiche
rea0ers Snd reader/printers are available Uian
those which are,apparantly(or allegedly) utilized
by many7 ERIC usters. But 'they tend to be more
expensive an-1 hence less likely to be affordab]p by'
,educators (than by persons in llusiness or
industry).

3- As was stated br a number of persons contacted in
conAtinctiom with thisl study (both withinand
outside of ERIC), we al/eady have the neCisary

,-technology onfhand. The technology for sicinrlf,icant
imOrovements of ERIC is.'already available; we must
only Aetermine bow to api5ly Tt-,.4-most advantageously,
ahd, of course, how to support it/'application
financially.

-4. Until and un.-lss.mass storage technolog'ieS becOme
operationally available and Viable alternatives to
fpll- docjimen-6- storage.qon microfiche, -closer
cdupling-ct or integratjon microgratollics and
comvuter-- technologt,ej\is- both posssible and
_desirable for ERIC (See Section .3.1.4 end 3.2.4).

5. and -,mito-.2computer based intelligent,
termina.A are available for multf-purpose
appl.cati (jncluding ,aboVe-suggested coupling
with mic sYgraphics an0 also replacement of OCR.'
input, -if desired). arse could be utilized at
ERIC cl6 ringhouses and other inforMation'centers
(See Segion 3.l.3.5),. However, such -systems may
not' be's viewed as cost effective by most
ERIC-associatep sitesAintil or unless they are

Nregardcd as 4/form, cd Ofs'tributed processing which,
when -Oaced into.f4he conte4 of a ne,twork, can
precipitate Or produce imporfantother benefits.

_

6 As implied .by the interconnection of. ERIC
procetsing nodes (includlng the Clearinghouses, the
Facif(ityi, and EDRS) into a distributed. :information
network / is. a technological possibilitr
"(see. Section 4,1.1). 'Other resources such,:ps
on-lKne search sYs6Ms - and future database
computers'could_also become accessihle via that
network. 144tli' regard to choice Of communication
support, .the 'Ourrept technology prOvides 'a number-,
of alternatives_j-see,Secon

84- 94
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7. Not_ only eon t Eii C Lan dud L (211cIat

from the above (see Section 4.2), Ilut, above all,
the ERIC users could experience the sought-(irter
local acc.essibi_liLy to the technologically,
facilitated ERIC resource network. tiqer 7kCCQS
could he via local terminals, whether simple or

whith 'could tie into pne of the
established intermediary nodes in the tiet.work-

i

Current state-of-the-art ,tecbpology can support the
above portrait of what ERIC might become_4. While colloutei
and communication cost trends are Cavotable, a major effort,
to change ERIC could nevertheless be quite costly and hence
require considerable commitment. In view of that and gliven
our understanding, ,of NTE/ERIC thinking about ERICk-and its
mission, it should be Pointed out that different approaches
or strategies for technology-base-d improvement of ERIC exist
and should be considered.

Approaches to Improvement

It does not have to be an "all or nothing
proposition for NIE/ERIC. The cost of going
immediately would most certainly seem prohibitive_
number-of factors should be taken into account.

at all"
all out
Hence, a ,

Firstly, for whatever Option is chosen froM among those
outlined in',the next section, more-detailed specifioations
will be restuired based on fdr.ther study expressly focussi-ng
on' that option. As vas stated early in this eport, our
study was not expected-to arrive at design speqications.
Consistent with this-clear ned for more information (ee.g.

yon projected data flow rates among ERIC nodes) , a gradual
apprOach to achieving 'a dis ributed processing network in
the future may be preferred. lhis,approach nSlght generally
entail the following:

t. Capitalize on existing interest/expertise available
in selected' clearinghouses with regard,to use of
word processing equipmedt and intelligent- terminal
systems. Foster and promote this kind of interest
.and support carefullS, planned experimental efforts
to 1determine more specific ERIC requirements.

2. In like 'monner to 1, promote/support selected
efforts .to interconnect pairs or clusters . of
processing nodes for purposes of, well-structured
testing of inter-node collimunrcaticr

3. In addition; enable node coginection with the ERIC
Facility , (and possibly EDRS) for surr9gate and
ot-h r "input ascwell as to seTve other, Wnctions,

e ove longer- .-periods of time Olan, what .was

'
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6.

applic;Ihlo to the. ),Allt. vw1lint 1-11,1y

4. In the process pf tht, atnove stwey, (levf-Iop
well-docUmented "model" of suitahie,
cost-Tffective node configurations which can
subsequen t ly he cop i j'd by ot. her ERIC nodes a ftei
they become convinced, having oberved succsSful .
operation ?.2lsewhere_

Ultima ely, the above-suggesLod--/building-blocks
approa,c1 could lead to a distributed network.
encompa!sing all ERIC nodes plu.,3 Other resource
centers and of course also user a_cess stations...

The advantages of such a gradual stepwise approach
include flexibility and freedom 'to try yut and tels-t

\ different kinds of equipment with- the ToSsibility. of ,

arriving at sevetal -kinds of processing .nodes.tailored t.J1 -.

,

-,-

'somewhat different sets of purp2ses. A disadVantage is that-. .

.

.it might take a long time before agieement is re-ached and
befoce anithing resembI:ng,a true integrated 'ERIC network is
imple'mented.

\
i

.

It must bp not.ed, fur ermore, that the _above approach
must be carefully planned a d-,cent.rally directed in or,der to
promise success. Among,othe problems; whenever a nurribe'r of '

` parts of ,a "system" are blAowed to develop too'freely
without guiaanCe 'on how tp {elate to others, the A
(in)vompatilbility,results.ozybe disastrous. This is merely e,

to suggese that -. :deliberatei, long7-range attempt to -,

introduce networkincrand distributed.processing to ERIC muAt.
be undertaken. It shorild be monitored byn\competent staff
of technologists who Ismain up,-tO4ate on'such-matters :as

y computqr-communicatiori\.inteqacing techniques ancr.Starordards_
Simultaneously, ,the central- leadership should take yeKy

'visible steps towards stimulating' 'and, training
current/potential- 'ERIC -users in the,effective use of'the

, technology for purposes of achi'eving early and widespread
user.acceptance, 1.

, -, ,-
(

.
,

Finally,' if improYements.t6 ERIC are to be expedited 0(comRated to the - gradual- apptoach . suggested'above)pt .

ptoblem with adequate fundina remainis. i
.,

6 . ''. ' ''Y.,:,

e.

S.

5.4 Ra,n,ge of Availab'le Options

After .all'is said and done in 'an investigation like. ,

,this, the "bottopiine" question. that must be asked'is: t

14hat; thenare ttie choice's ayailable to NiF/ERIC and how'do
they cOmpare Vri terms of potenti,gl benefits aild costs?:

\
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feasible in tiiis Mudy. The hotelogencous, decent1.1]170d
nature of curient EIMC, its dtvelse ploessing
limited state or technology and its Itirqulat usage
characterintics tende) any crediht.o attempt nt projecting
cost Cigureu for futule URIC conliquIntloml a sul,stantial
effort. While that to recommended among possible 1-0,1low-on

studies (see Section 5.6)_, it could not be encompassed in
our work. Nevertheless, the following outline of seven
major options .for technology- based improvement of ERIC Is
arranged in ordir of generally tnc)eastng coqts and
correlated beneMs. The Increases are mostly cOmulative
due to one option being prerequisite to another. The
interrelationships are made evident below.

1. LEAVE THE ERIC DESIGN ESSENTIALLY AS IS AND
CONCENTRATE ON SELECTED IMPROVEMENT of'onc or more
of itd technological components and uses thereof.

a. in micrographics at EDRS: use of diazo
instead of vesicular film; further
Lightening of quality'control in
microfil2ming/processing.; clear,
Individoallzed identification
of poor quality original
documercts; greater coupling eith
computers, e.g.., with COM (thereby
encouraging other computer-based
options below).

b. On document inputr finalization of
reproducibility guidelines; guidelines
for control of original document
preparation, perhaps using word
processing computers (again
precipitating later options below).

c. On ERIC Facility software: improvement
of its logical capabilities tnd

efficiency, in conjunction with the
contraeted computer service (an option
which is possible b.ut unlikely to reap
major new benefits for users under present
ERIC design);- increased word processing
power to.facilitate editing/handling of
surrogates. supplied by the elearinghousesr
use of mini-computer based DBMS-.

d. Orrthe ERIC database: enabling other
kinds of educational resources (e.g.,-
audiovisual materials) to be referenced
at the surrogate leVel, even if the
inforMation'media themselveS (e.gy
,,movies) are not directly controlled
by ERIC.- ,

41N1,100
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e, On mitoLicb e oadek and o6dcl , n i.nL.

promotion/support of better quality
equipment made available to ERIC usets;
put)licity alid training/of users to achieve
more affective use and wider acceptance.

Besides Option 1 REPLACE pR SUPPLEMENT THE
SINGIX-PURPOSE OCR EQUIPMENT IN CLEARINtHOUSES WITH
.MULTI-PURPOSE WORD PROCESSING SYSTEMS. These
systems could be of different configurhtions,
tailored to the partioular needs of re'SPective ERIC
sites,' Initial emphasis would be on mpreseffective
autonOmous operatiohs. qowever, the capabilities
an'd intercompatibiltties for node-to-nodP
cemimunication should.be'ass,ured, just in case thts
Choice leads to Option 5 below.

A

Besides Options.1 and 2, ANTICIPATE OPERATIONAL
AVAILABILITY OF A Mik3S DATA' STORAGE AND SEARCH
CAPABILITY to better 'accommOdate the ERIC data
bades. Among the borp promising technologies are
videodidk and the data 'base computer- With the
possibility .,Azt such technology assuming some (or
all) of the full-document storage . function
currently .served hy microfiche, functional
modularity in ERIC design is highl
Thitte appj4es especially to effors towarel coupling_
or blendl,ng mictogrt4ohics With computer-based means
(e.g. in- Option 4).: Furthermore, it is.quite
likely that future emailability .of such .a mass
storage facility will naturally préciPitate
interest in on-line accessibility and hence the
networking C1A4on 6 described below_

1.
,Beyopd Option 2, PROMPTE MULTI-PURPOSE, COMPUTER-

/ BASOD NODES AT ALt ERIC-ASSOCIATED. 'INFORMATION
,CENTERS, including clearinghoUses .and user
ofganizations. These nodes can be, complemented and
'modularily coupled 'with micrographics_equipment:
Emphasis .would be on relatively autonomous use of
such,intelligent local systems. However, they

could occasionally be linked into.other facilities,
e.g. for general ERIC.data base.searqhing (in some
on-line .reerieval system) leadiin,g to local storaqe
and searching of resulting tile Segments.

5.

e ( .

Based .on OpOon -2 -..or 1, 'INTERCONNECT Tim
INVORMATION 'PROCESSING NOpES qia belecommunication

'

a.. .W.1 tr.the ERIC Faciiiy node
b- Wi tk.EDRS and/or a data 'base ,computer

s

ption
c. W th 'W1,01.0ther r

;
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1.

ThiL d h dono in a (11:idn,11 MO111101 ipq

with pairwise links wheLe the data traffic is
.adequately high. The relatively autonomous
independent operatIon of Options 2 and 4 would lead
to increased technology-based interdeOndence, with
Concomitant advantage; to be gained in terms of
ore coordinated and e fective support of ERIC.

6. Based on Option 5, DEVELOP A J'ULL-SCALE COMPUTER/
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK FOR THE EDUCATIONAL
COMMUNITY. The nodes would be the multi-purpose,
small-computer bas'd stations of the clearinghouses

rocessing
uld also

on-line
ata base,

copies
an), and
it.h mass
elected)

n. This
forms of

and

and of various -r gional information.
. centers. AccessMle resource nodes w
include the ERIC Facility, one or mor

' search systems providing the entire ERIC c
EDR$ fpr use of COM and ordering of heir

(maybe also with facsimile transmissi
perhaps a future dath base computer w
memory jbhsed on Option 3) providing (

,

. full-,text documents in computerWd for
network could also accommodate the 14oeful

,
. t

management/staffluser gommunicion
. conferencing.

.

'

7. Capitalizing on Option 6, ENCOURAGE _AND, ,SUPPORT
WIDESPREAD AVAILABILITY-OF LOCAL USER TERMAALS ANDP\:
'DEVELOPMENT OF USER-ORIENTED NETWORK INTERFACE
SOFTWARE. While Option 6 focusses on the
technology of the resources netfaork itself, this
optron. emphasizes"the essential ultimate objective
of providing fatilitated "local user.accessibility"
_to the information resources. These user terMinals
coUld etther, be Aied into' the nearest regional
information erkter.and be controlled from.there, or
tbepmight be linked into a fully flistributed

- any casealthough such extensive user access. nAly
(value cided)- type of communications rietwork. In

Appear totbe exceedinglybostly,.if the information
,resources\networkis attractive enough, much if jlot
.4A11 of \ttie local-terminal and communications costs

likel§ tobe born by the ,users or \the user
:organizatiOns. Expected substantial increases in

numbers of hom'é computers, tied into'televisiOn and
telephone deyicesr will serve to _enhance that

k. -prospect.,

.

,To,u-

NweuslTh. .tyei reached
. _

. .

he final stage in the 5/
/ --

.above-listed seqbe opt
,.

hce of interdependent
.-ipns. ,The i-

,

technpkogy JO _Aire/AP here to support such recommended /,
,

,i
'effortS',, Which prob,bly,will,be viewed as too costly or too f

*00001stic:or'too futuristic.br,too technology-oriented to q
.43UitHAlle-presenti..tastes'of.many.people in the educatiOnal I: ,

. ,.. .. . ,.,

corAmUn4y. .But, condider the-alternati'ves. Think ahead .to 1
I.-

/. :'
,

i

,

,
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the yeal 2000 ol evon only PHO,
telecomfitunications becoming 4pereasingly prominent, and
in all Sectors of our society'; and with prent-day fiLudents
and many of their teachers be Ooming more and more educated
in and, sensitized to information processing/ transhlission

technology, Lhe current highly dichotomized and locally
"inaccessible" design of the ERIC system will surely be
viewed as inadequate by the education community;

'The idea of providing users with local accessibility by
emulating a "one stop shopping center" at which (regardless
of who ówns the stores) the shopping for an available types
of educational data, resourcrs and,-media can be carried out,
18 no lOnger far-fetched. It can(e. done, although it takes
time and money to do so. BUt,-with enough foresight and
careful- planning, given the centralized leadership to

stimulate/promote/support the effort and with the
decentrAlized capabilitx and enthusiasm to respond to such
leadership, ERIC could perform in a significantly improved
manner one decade from now.'

Title above portrait of what is technologically possible
must 'be Tealistically tqualified. The current NIE/ERIC
management philosophy appears - to bR 4nked I on 1.

decentrali,zation (letting 'clearinghouses and information
centers do things largely on their own initiatives), 2. the

wholesale-retail concept (and not, wanting to adopt or

control or'compete with ERIC-associated functions presen0.y
'served by commercial organizations), 3. a generalfealism
(if not pessimism) about prospects 'foe achieving-, major
increases in Federal funding of ERIC-(and hence beirig'una' le
.to support many of .he/technology-based improvements at -he

information centers. and: user sites), 4. the view of _he

ERIC mission as much pore limited ;(e.g. o fugitive text4a1
dbcuments and their preservation) .than what many other
ppople see or would/like to be true, and, UnallY,' 5- the

interest in, maintlaining the° desirabXe characteristic of,
ERIC,.namely ,its /a'cknowledged stability "(as opposed to

, undertaking malor innovattive efforts which could perturb the'
,

system)., In addi ibn, ft generar_feeling- seems to persist -'
suggesting that the- educational coMmunity either does not
want or is not r ady for tod much. MoreAechnology. .

If that ph,. losophy is,retained, and peiThaps it should
-be, then thellower-OMbered options and maybe some of 2

4nd 3) are most appropriate anii moSt likely to be pursued.
.There is no/ question,. Aloweyer, that resulting,' seleCted
improvements iand,; ilser-seerf benefits will be Strictly

'limited.- the bitherhapdi the -more advanced .

computer/cOmmunibatiOns technology rts tp, be more fully and
favorably applied to.ERIC (through Options 4..through47), at
least some 7of. the Above-stated views .have to be

'modified: /-

,

do,
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5.5 Suggested Follow Upb

Among the results expected from this invescigation wan

an indication of desirable, spocia,lized follow-up efforts
(Section 1.3) which could carry out detailed analyses and/or

produce actual design specifications. With reference to the
seven major options outlined in Section 5.4,- the following
studles are recommended as potentially fruitful. The list
is not exhaustive.

1. For Option 1:

a. A feasibility study to determine how and
when ERIC might be able to better control
,or influenco original document preparation
towards overcoming current problems with
fugitive documents.

b. A .study to detek;ene how a versatile,
mini-computerc-bAsed system (conhectible'
to one or more larger computerized
infoxmation services as well -as.EDRS)
could support and-enhance the functions
of the ERIC Facility.

A c. A feasibility Study on the implications
and required resources for accommodating
other educational resources, such as
videotape, at the surrogate level of the
ERIC database:

d. A study to determine specific means and
,methods for promoting the use of impnoved
microfiche readers,and reader/printers by
ERIC users -And for conducting appropriate
user training.

2. FOr 6ptions 2 and 4:

A study to determine several model minicomputer-
, based configurations ,to serve the different classes

and.volumes) of information prbcessin`g carried out
at- ERIC ' clearinghouses and other information
centers . Th4se models shIpuld include specification
of equipment alternatives and costs.

3 ,For Option'3 (in relation to Options 2 pnd 4):,

A study to determine specific methods fpr the

effective coupling' of computers and microg,raphics
equipment at ERIC 'clea?inghouses and other
information centers. Emphasis should be-on modular
depigp with the explicit purpose ofa future
rel4acement of 'selected microfilm functions with
mass- memory technology.

91
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4 Fot Opttcm 1):

A study to determine current and projected data
traffic loads and patterns between/among ERIC
information centers and respurce sites. The full
tang() of operational, computer- to-computer ,
terminal-to-computer, and person-to-person types
and modes of communication should be taken into
account. A.clear profile of ERIC data transmission
requirements should result. Another study( perhaps
coupled, with the above, to determine the specific
types of telecommunication _services, vendors and
costs which could accommodate the present and
future 8RIC data transmission requirements most
effectively and efficiently.

5. For ,4ption 6:
,

A study, possibly related .t'o those for-Option 5, to
determine the most, suitable computer/

.communications network structure(s) and form(s)
of , control for the particular -geographically
separgtted nodes of ERIC.

For OptionS.5 and 6:

A study to provide effective guidance and
consultation to NIE/ERIC on how

,

gradual
interconneotion of_ ERIC nodes can be achievea
consistent with 'and/or in anticipatjon of
computer/communications interfacing realuirements
and standards.. This would be intended td preclude
incompatibility -problems due to independently
implemented computer facilities at vario6s ERIC
sites ,

7. For Option 7:
,

A study 'to consider realitic technological
alternatives and:costs foelocalized interfacing of
present/potential users to an ERIC network, with
the expressedADurpose of provfding the analogy to a
"one-stop shopping center.

1 92
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Conference, AFIPS, pp. 121-128.

/
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or Sea,"1975 National Computer Conference.; AFIPS,
pp. 129-135,

'Wood, H, M.,Watkins, S.W., and Cotton, 1.W.,
Annotated- Biblio9raohy of the Literature on
kesou'rce Shar ng Computer Networks (Revised-TT
National bureau of Standards,8pecial Publication
384, September 1976, 173 isop:

6. Blanc, R. T. Review of Computer Networking
Te4hnology, National tureauof Standards Technical
14ote 804e January 1974, 128 pp.

4
7. .otton, I. W., Computer Network Interconnection:

Problems ,and' ProspeCtil, National tureau of
Standaras Special Publication 500-6, April 1977, 73
PP

8. \Cotton, F. W. 10ocal Area .Networking, Report on
Workshop field at Nati-SiiiI Bureau of Standards, NBS
Special Publication 500-31, April 1978, 74 pp.

9. .Computer Networking Symposium, Published
Proceelings, -Sponsored, Jointly by the National
Bureau.of Standards and the IEEE Computer Socjety,
December 13, 1978, 137 pp.

,See,also DIP category.
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1. iklrfison, T. V COM-PPal Timo v Poril

Enough Time," Journal of.Micrographics, Vol. 1,

No. 1, September 1973, pp. 37-44.

2. Brown, C. O. Jr. "Computer Output Microfilm and

the State Atchivist: Opportunity and

Responsibility," Journal of Micrographics, Vol.' 9,

No. 1, September-1M,-pp.

3. Shanks, U. S. "Microfiche: A Changing Profile,:

Journal of Micrographics, vol. 11, No. 5,

May/:lune 1578, mi7--MS-11-177

4. COM Standards: ISO/5126-1978 Computer Output
Microfiche (00M)/Micrpfiche A6; ANSI/NMA/MS2-1978
Format Coding for Computer Output Microfilm.

5. .
Griffith, A.' K. ."From Gutenberg to GRAFIX Net:7

Directions in OCR," Journal of M1.cr_ograph1cs,-V61.
9, No. 2, November 1-175, pp.

6. Kneitel, A. M. "Micrograyhi,cs .

Challenge' by On4.-Line Interactive
Journal of Micrographics, Vol. '9, No.
1T76, pp. 16q-113.

5 7.

and the
Terminals,"
3, January

Lawson, R. L. "A Brigilt Idea--An Integrated COM

and On,I,ine CIS," JoUrnal of Micrographics, Vol.
9, No. 4, March 1976, pp. 165-167.,

8. Goddard, M. C. "An Audiovistial Terminal fezr

Computer7. Assisted Instruction,"\ Journal of

.
Micrographics; Vol. 9, No. 4, Marcli-197, .pp.

( 14-7-1-5/5.

Kalthoff, R. J. "Document vs.

Information Systems," , Journal of
Vol. 10, No. 2, November 1976, 1715.

DET:' Data Entry Techniques

Data Based
Micrographics,
n-B8.

1. Brown, P. D.; Cyr, R. and Whitford, C. A Study

of Alternative Modes of Data Entry for the ERIC
Data Base; .Final Report on the' Direct Data Entry
fiTject. .(SIP-78t2), Contract =No. 400-76-0031,
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I.. Booth, G., M. "Distributed Information Systems,"
1976 National Computer Conference, AFIPS, pp.

.7/091794:

2. Ka11J.s, A. 4,Jr. "Networks and Dfstributed
Processirm," Aini-Micro SyStems, March 1977, pp.
32-40.

3. Moore'', W. Jr. "Going Distributed, Mini-Micro
Systems, March 1977, pp. 41-48.

4. Severino, E. F. ."Using Distributed 'Proc'essing,"
, Computer Decisions, May '1977, pp. 46-50.

5. .Lane, M. G. "The Flexibility'of Minicomputers al

the West Virginia Network for Educational

7.

Telecomputing,"
Computer Communications,

International - Conference on
T176, pp. n4-2-ao,

Huler, J. J.. "Distributing a Database," Computer
Decisions, June 1976, pp. 36-40.-

)
Champine, G. A. "Six Approaches to Di4ri,buted
Datli Bases,". Datamation, May 1977, pp. 69412.

8. Chu, W. ; W. "Performance *of File Directory Systems
for Data 'Bases in Star and Distributed NFetvorks,"
1976"National Computer Conifer_ence, pp. 577-587.

9. Boylan, D. "Minicomputer DBMS: Less than Meets
the Eye," Computer Decisions, JanuaY.y 1977, pp.
50-54.

,

lo. Stefferud, E.. ."Convergence of Technologies -Points
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ERT: ERIC Description

411,

1. Marron, FL. "ERIC . '.A National Network to
Disseminate- Educational Information," S ecial
Libraries', Vol. 59, No. 12, December 196 --pp.,
775-7702.

2 ERIC Processingand Refrence Facility, ERIC
S stems 'Improvements, A Cumulative, :List. of
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April 1979, 12 py)
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Materials," Americam Education, AUgost/September
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n pp.
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pp. -
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. .
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"User Orientation in Networking," NationallCompUter
Conferenae 1975, pp. 637-644.
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No. 6, July 1976, pp. 291-293:
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Film/Filmst'rip 19



FJoppy Di!A 40, 'T)911, 68, 72, 79

Graphics
see also:

21, !M., 61.
Terminal

Hard Copy Oueput 58, 61
see: -Terminal

Microfiche (Printer)
see also: Faqsimile Transmission

Holograph 33
Holographic

Memory. . 43
Techniques 36

see also: Storage Technology

Information
Product 1, 3, 10
System 1, 8, 10, 18, 26, 4Q, 43, 44, 73
see alpb: On-tine Search System

Input
see:. Data Input

Document Input
Intelligent:Terminal 39, 59, 72, 75, 82, 84, 85

see also: Terminal
Interactive Terminal 39, 57

see 'also: Terbinal
. On-Line Search System

Interconnection- (of NoRies) 3,.,64, 85, 88, 92
see.also: Networking

Keying Equipment 39
Keypunch 36
Multi-Keyboard System ' 40
Punched Paper Tape 40 e
TypeWriter 36, 39, 40, 58
see also: Terminal

Magnetic
Bubble Memory . 43 .

Card 40
Storage .40, 43
Tape. 40, 44, 59
see also: 'Storage Technology

Mass Storage 42, 71, 79J 88, 89
pee also: 'Storage Technology
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Mes:,;ago Ttansmission
see: Computerized Conferencin9

Microcomputer 41, 48, 72, 83, 04
see also:. Computer Technology

Microfiche
Color 56
Duplication 14, 55
Film Type_ 32, 55
-Modificatiori 52
Paper Copy 1 14, 30
Performance (Input)
,Performance (Output)
Printer 14, 55, 81,
Quality Control 27,
Reading Device 14,
Replacement (42

Role 25

'Searching 56
Standards 1 26
'Testing 27

. UltrlAiche 56

25ff
52ff

84, 8E14

29, 32,
30, 54,

%

91
07

81, 84, 88, 91

Use 56
User Acceptance -54

,,,User Training V 54, 88, 91
Users 5; 25
see also:- Microfilming

; Micrographics
Microfilm 19,, 25, 26, 29

see: Microfiche
Microfilming .16,.260 35, 42, 45, 83, 87

Enhancement 31, 33
see also: Camera

,microform
see: Microfiche
see als0: Microfilm

Micrographics 8, 14, 25, 35, 52,' 81, 87

/Micrographics-Computer CoMposite

4
a

'see: Computer-Micrographics ,Compogite
Mtcroimag6 Quality'

Fictors 26
tndex 26, 27
see'also:' Document Input

Microprocessor 39
see: Microcomputer

Minicomputer 16, 41, 48, 60,:14, 03, 84, -87, 91.-

'Moyies'
see: Film/Fqmstrip

Multi-Media Representation 19
pee also: 'Data Input

NetWork
'Control

N.

V. 1,.83, 84, 86
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Stluct_ure GO-, (A
Value-Add&i 69, 89
see. also: 'Computer Communications

Networking
System

NetworkIug '41, 60, 64ff, ,67ff, 74, 86, 80
PhilosOphy 68
see also: Computer Communications

Off-line 39, 57
Office Copier

see: Copying MaChine
On-Line 39, 57, 78

Input 32 -

Search System 2, 57, 58, 70, 75, 78, 82, 88
Teeminal 11, 60, 79
pee also: Terminal

Optical
_Character Recognition (OCR) 11, 36, 38ff, 42,

17 82, 04,108
Laser Beam Memory 43

see also: Storage Technology
Scanner 45

0utput
see: Data Output

Parallel Processing 70
-Pattern Recognition 21.

Performance Indictors 22, 7, 52'

see: Technology Performance
Peripheral 41

Storage 42, 59
see 'also: Storage TechrKlogy

Personnel Training -, 37-
Plasma Display Terminal 58

sa. also: Terminal
Printer 58

see.also: -Hard Copy Output
Punched Paper Tape. 28, 32, 40

,QuafIty Control':
see: _Microfiche-

n

Remote Search' 591
see also.: On-Line ,Search 5ystem,
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Soft Copy Output 58, 61_ ,

see: Terminal
Microfiche (Reading Deice)

Software
Conterenctng' 76, BO
Interaction Lancluge 78

Networic Interracing 09

On-Line Tuto-rial/HOp 00

4esources Directory 78, 80

Text.Editor 39, 41, 72
Storage Technology

Archival 11, 29, 4), 52_

Cartr,idge 40, 59

Cassette 40, 59

Disk 43, 44, 59

,DisketEe -40, 59

Floppy Disk 40, 59ff, 68, 72, 79

Holographic Memory -43
Magnetic, Bubble Memory 43

Magnetic Tape 40, 44, 59

Optical Laser Beam Memory 43- -

Videodisk Memory 44, 88
see also: Microfiche

Synchronous) 39,-58
'. see also: CommUnication Technology.
System (Design)

Hybrid, 2

r4oduiar Coupling 44, 61, 88, 91
Structure 2, 66, 69, 72
Time-Sharing 41, 57 '

see also: Word Peocessing System

Tape
see: Magnetic

11

Technology-Performance (tactors)
Accessibility 4, 59, 60, 64,
Efftciency 8, 22, 24, 51, 52,

/Effectiveness 8, 22;.24, 51,
'Synergfism,. .8, 22, 24, 51, 52,

'Telecommunication 65, 70
see: Communication Tecemology

Television '89

:Camera 71

72,
74,

524
74

75, 78,
77

74,,77

82, 85, .89
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Int,,eLw::Ltve 39, 57

Otf-Linr. 39, 57

On-Line 11, 60, 79
Plasma 56
Printer 58

Raster Sean 89

Soft copy 56, 61
Video Display 40

See also: Data Input
Data Output

Text Editor 39, 41, 72
Time-ShaTi!n'g System
Typewrifter_39,.40,,58 -
Typing 36, 38

see alsO: Keying Equipment

;rtil)'

User-Technolbgy'
Interactioh 8

'Interface 16( 17, 92
see also: TermAnal

.Training

V
%

.-vesicular Film 32, 5987:
Videodisk. Men ry 44, g8

see,,also: S rage Technology
.

Videotape 11, 1

see al.sor At imUsual Media.
X6ta Types.

-44ord Processing System 14, 39, 4Offk.58, 68, 74, 82, 85,

Standalone'', 40
Shated-Logic PrOCessor 10
TiMe-Shared Service 40
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